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ABSTRACT 

THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT ON ABNORMAL REPETITIVE 

BEHAVIOUR IN AMERICAN MINK 

Jamie Dallaire Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2011 Professor Georgia Mason 

Environmental enrichment reduces abnormal repetitive behaviour (ARB) in captive 

animals, but typically with only partial success. This thesis investigated why by testing 

hypotheses about the mechanisms underlying ARB and enrichment use. Following 

transfer from non-enriched to enriched housing, adult female American mink, Neovison 

vison, spent less time performing ARB. Recurrent perseveration, a type of behavioural 

disinhibition, predicted abnormal repetitive locomotion (ARL) in both housing conditions, 

yet was unaffected by enrichment. Behavioural disinhibition thus need not be 

dysfunctional to affect ARB in captive animals. Responses to enrichment were 

heterogeneous. Individuals who rarely performed ARL, in non-enriched housing, later 

manipulated enrichments extensively. Formerly high-ARL mink instead became highly 

inactive, resting preferentially in elevated areas of the enriched habitat. Different 

individuals thus used environmental enrichments in contrasting, sometimes unexpected, 

ways. To understand how enrichment eliminates ARB, future researchers should 

therefore begin by determining how individual enrichments are used, and which actually 

reduce ARB. 
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CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ABNORMAL REPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Limits and definitions 

A range of activities termed 'abnormal repetitive behaviours' (Garner 2006), 'restricted 

repetitive behaviours' (Lewis & Kim 2009), or 'stereotypic behaviours' (Mason 2006, Mills 

& Luescher 2006) occur in certain human clinical conditions (e.g. mental retardation, 

schizophrenia, or autism) and in some captive animals. They include highly invariant 

behaviours like pacing and backward somersaulting, more morphologically variable 

activities such as hair/fur/feather plucking, more severe self-injurious behaviours like 

self-biting and eye-poking, and - in humans - behavioural expressions of obsessions or 

restricted interests. These behaviours are performed by well over 85 million captive 

animals worldwide (Mason & Latham 2004). 

In this thesis, I will use the broad term abnormal repetitive behaviour (ARB) to 

encompass all of the behaviours listed above. My primary focus will be on behaviours 

that fit the traditional definition of 'stereotypies' as repetitive, invariant, and apparently 

functionless (Odberg 1978, Mason 1991a). However, except when citing other authors 

who restricted their work (e.g. meta-analyses) to stereotypies as a category, I will avoid 

this term because it is not clear that 'stereotypies' are mechanistically distinct from other 

types of ARB. Typically, abnormal behaviours are simply classified phenotypically: 

behaviours that are repeated more or less identically within a bout (e.g. body-rocking) 

are called stereotypies, while behaviours that are performed repeatedly in multiple 

different bouts (e.g. hair/fur/feather plucking) are excluded from this category. Further, 
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debates about whether or not a given behaviour is 'truly' stereotypic occur because 

different researchers add different implicit criteria to the standard definition based on 

form (e.g. that stereotypy also indicates poor welfare; that it takes time to develop and 

establish itself; that it is time-consuming; see Sherwin 1998, Latham & Wurbel 2006). I 

therefore think that it is more appropriate to simply use descriptive labels for individual, 

potentially abnormal types of behaviour, and to "lump" them all under the undoubtedly 

non-unitary heading of ARB, at least until fundamental evidence can be provided to 

define categories based on mechanistic or phenomenological distinctions. Note that the 

term 'abnormal' is itself loaded and problematic, and that, like the definition of stereotypy 

as 'apparently functionless', it likely often reflects our ignorance of a behaviour's actual 

function. I feel that this is inevitable, so the best I can do is to be clear about my 

meaning: I here use 'abnormal' in the sense that the behaviour diverges significantly 

from what might be seen in a healthy, free-living animal in its natural environment (it is 

statistically 'away from the norm': Mason et al. 2007), and has no immediately obvious 

proximate function within the captive setting (therefore, the term excludes e.g. 

statistically over-frequent hiding in animals housed near their predators). ARBs may thus 

be abnormal in form, target, intensity, invariance, frequency, repetitiveness, etc. 

Causes and correlates of ARB 

Clinical studies of humans with conditions like autism and schizophrenia, along with 

neurobehavioural work on laboratory rodents and primates, suggest an explanation for 

ARBs involving neurobiological mechanisms. Various ARBs can be induced in research 

animals via treatment with psychostimulant drugs (Ernst & Smelik 1966, Sahakian ef al. 

1975) or genetic manipulations like knocking out the dopamine transporter (DAT) gene 

(Gainetdinov et al. 1999) and modeling Fragile X syndrome (Hayashi ef al. 2007). In all 
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these cases, altered functioning of the basal ganglia and corticostriatal circuits is 

implicated in ARB. For example, in apomorphine/amphetamine/cocaine treated rats, 

drug-induced repetitive oral and whole-body movements correlate with overactivation of 

corticostriatal striosome-based circuits, relative to matrix-based circuits (Canales & 

Graybiel 2000). DAT knockout induces repetitive locomotion and promotes dopaminergic 

activity in mice, especially in the striatum and nucleus accumbens (Ralph et al. 2001, 

Gainetdinov et al. 2008). Conversely, in deer mice, striatal infusion of dopamine receptor 

antagonists selectively decreases repetitive jumping, but not other motor activity (Presti 

et al. 2003). 

Chronic stress can also cause ARB performance through its influence on basal ganglia 

function. Daily physical restraint and food restriction are some examples of stressful 

treatments that can 'sensitize' laboratory rodents to ARB-causing dopaminergic agonists 

(i.e. the effect of these drugs on behaviour becomes stronger per unit dose) by 

depressing baseline dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (e.g. Imperato et al. 

1993). Sensitization is blocked, however, if stress-induced release of corticosterone 

hormone is prevented (Deroche et al. 1993, Rouge-Pont et al. 1995). As further 

evidence of shared mechanisms between stress- and drug-induced ARBs, chronically 

food-restricted mice of the DBA strain developed both sensitization to amphetamine and 

spontaneous repetitive, patterned cage climbing (without drug administration), while 

mice of the C57 strain showed neither of these phenomena (Cabib & Bonaventura 

1997). Therefore, some ARBs performed by captive animals may, like those induced by 

neuropharmacological manipulations, be a product of altered functioning of the basal 

ganglia and corticostriatal circuits. For example, laboratory rhesus macaques who were 

experimentally subjected to social deprivation, early in life, later exhibited frequent 
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ARBs, and their basal ganglia were also anatomically quite different than those of 

socially-reared controls (Cross & Harlow 1965, Martin et al. 1991). 

The basal ganglia and corticostriatal circuits play an essential role in executive function 

and motor control, and alterations in their functioning can therefore lead to general 

disinhibition of behaviour, not just ARBs (Lyon & Robbins 1975; see Chapter 3 for further 

detail and examples from clinical human subjects and lesioned animals). A wealth of 

recent behavioural evidence suggests that non-enriched captive animals' ARBs also 

reflect such changes in corticostriatal function and behavioural disinhibition. For 

example, one type of behavioural disinhibition known as 'perseveration' correlates 

positively with ARB in a wide variety of captive species (Garner & Mason 2002, Garner 

et al. 2003a,b, 2006, in press, Vickery & Mason 2003, Hemmings et al. 2007, Tanimura 

et al. 2008, Latham & Mason 2010). Perseveration is the tendency to inappropriately 

repeat actions (Sandson & Albert 1984), and is generally assessed in operant tasks (see 

Chapter 3). Perseveration and ARB are likely both manifestations of an underlying 

neurological tendency toward disinhibited behaviour (incapacity to prevent or to 

terminate behaviours when they are inappropriate) - one is observed in operant tasks, 

the other in spontaneous behaviour. This explanation for ARBs can accommodate both 

ARBs that are associated with abnormally elevated levels of behavioural disinhibition, 

caused by inadequate captive environments, and those associated with naturally-

occurring variations in behavioural disinhibition. For example, wild-caught African striped 

mice are less perseverative and perform less frequent abnormal repetitive movements 

than their captive-born conspecifics, suggesting that rearing in an impoverished 

environment is a common cause of both phenomena (Jones et al. under revision). 

However, tests for perseveration can also detect normal variation between individuals, 

which may also be related to ARB performance. For example, perseveration correlates 
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with obsessive-compulsive-like behaviours in non-clinical adult humans (Zohar et al. 

1995). Much of the existing work on perseveration and ARB in captive animals has 

focused on samples of identically-treated individuals, rather than on differences between 

treatment groups (e.g. Garner & Mason 2002, Garner et al. 2003a, 2006, in press, 

Vickery & Mason 2003, Hemmings et al. 2007), making it impossible to tell whether 

correlations between ARB and perseveration reflect normal variation or changes induced 

by captivity. 

In contrast to the above neurobiological explanations, ethological explanations for ARBs 

in captive animals typically invoke frustration and/or stress (independently of its 

neurobiological effects). Frustration, here, refers to the mental state resulting from the 

impossibility of performing certain highly motivated behaviours (e.g. Hughes & Duncan 

1988). This may include inherently motivated behaviours, and as such is broader than 

the classical definition of frustration as the reaction to non-reward of a conditioned 

response (Amsel & Roussel 1952). Stress may also be caused by the presence or 

absence of certain important stimuli, within an inadequate captive environment (e.g. 

Hughes & Duncan 1988). In some cases, ARBs clearly represent the expression of 

specific thwarted natural behaviour patterns. In one example, calves raised by humans 

rather than by their mothers engage in more frequent non-nutritive sucking (e.g. on pen 

fixtures or other calves) if fed milk from a bucket rather than from an artificial teat, and if 

milk is delivered at a fast flow rate (resulting in little time spent drinking), independently 

of the amount of milk consumed (Hammell et al. 1988, Jung & Lidfors 2001, Loberg & 

Lidfors 2001). Similarly, adult patch-feeding ungulates, who would spend hours foraging 

in pasture, show particularly time-consuming oral stereotypies (e.g. licking, biting, 

chewing) after being fed meals of concentrate, which are ingested in much shorter 

periods of time than meals of grass or browse (Lawrence & Terlouw 1993, Lindstrom & 
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Redbo 2000). In other instances, particular environmental stimuli, rather than highly 

motivated behaviours themselves, appear to be involved in determining ARBs. For 

example, ARB can result from the absence of a preferred stimulus. Repetitive digging in 

laboratory gerbils can be virtually eliminated by provision of an artificial burrow with 

characteristics matching those of burrows created by wild gerbils, but providing a non-

burrow-like hiding place is insufficient (Wiedenmayer 1997). ARB can also develop from 

attempts to escape confinement or aversive stimuli. Mice perform more frequent 

repetitive jumping and gnawing at cage bars that lead to the outside world and at sides 

that are frequently opened for cage cleaning, than at bars placed inside their cage or 

bars that are never opened (Lewis & Hurst 2004, Nevison et al. 1999). Similarly, food-

deprived hens initially pecked at inaccessible food, under a transparent cover, but later 

developed repetitive pacing instead, and the authors suggested this stemmed from an 

attempt to escape the frustrating situation (Duncan & Wood-Gush 1972). These 

ethological approaches treat ARBs as a product of the same motivational rules that 

govern normal behaviour in the wild, operating in an abnormal environment. 

These two major strands of explanation for ARB in captive animals, ethological vs. 

neurobiological, are by no means mutually exclusive. Impoverished captive 

environments likely often induce ARBs both by thwarting motivated behaviours, and via 

the exacerbating effects of chronic stress on behavioural disinhibition. One potential way 

these factors may combine is for thwarted motivation to establish the form an ARB takes 

and how often bouts of it are initiated, while basal ganglia function sets its repetitiveness 

within bouts. This could be the case, for example, in DBA mice, who developed both 

amphetamine sensitization and repetitive, patterned cage-climbing in response to food 

restriction. C57 mice, in contrast, were not sensitized to amphetamine by food 

restriction, and developed normal, exploratory cage climbing (Cabib & Bonaventura 
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1997). Neither strain developed cage climbing without food restriction. Therefore, the 

cage-climbing ARB of DBA mice may be foraging (or, as in my earlier example, an 

escape attempt) made repetitive by stress-induced neurobiological changes. 

The importance of ARB 

ARBs in captive animals are of concern for several reasons. First, they are often 

associated with poor welfare (see Box 1-1 for an introduction to welfare, and Section 1.3 

for links between ARB and welfare). For example, animals weaned earliest tend to 

develop more ARBs (e.g. wire-gnawing in mice: Wurbel & Stauffacher 1997; belly-nosing 

in piglets: Weary et al. 1999). Second, ARBs can indicate existing health issues: some 

dogs initiate licking in response to lesions or skin infection, even to the point of 

aggravating the initial wound when the behaviour becomes repetitive and time-

consuming (Luescher 2003). Third, some ARBs themselves cause medical problems, 

either to the performer (e.g. self-biting in monkeys: Novak 2003) or to other animals (e.g. 

feather-pecking in hens: Blokhuis & Wiepkema 1998). Fourth, ARBs can be 

economically costly. Survey respondents in the UK estimated that crib-biting horses 

would, on average, sell for at least 35% less than non-crib-biters (McBride & Long 2001), 

while tail-biting between pigs can cause rectal prolapse, infection and paralysis, with 

ensuing loss of production (Walton 1987). Fifth, animals who perform ARBs might have 

reduced educational value in zoos (because the public then does not see them 

performing natural/aesthetically pleasing behaviours) and/or limited potential for 

reintroduction in conservation programs, given the changes to brain function associated 

with some ARBs (Vickery & Mason 2003, Mason et al. 2007). Finally, using subjects with 

ARBs may decrease the validity of some research using laboratory animal models of 

human disease, given that the same brain changes that underlie many ARBs also affect 
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other commonly assessed aspects of behaviour, e.g. extinction and response switching 

rates in operant tasks (Garner 2005). There are therefore a variety of reasons for 

preventing or eliminating abnormal repetitive behaviour. 

BOX f-1:-BEfilNI8GiffNJD.ASSESSING ANIMjf . VptiFAREj 

1 i 

FEAR/ 
ANGER 

bad welfare 

negative valence 

SADNESS/ 
BOREDOM 

HAPPINESS / 
EXCITEMENT 

good welfare 

positive valence 

COMFORT/ 
CONTENTEDNESS 

i r 

low arousal 

Fraser and colleagues (1997) high arousal 

identified three types of concern 

contributing to the notion of animal 

welfare, or 'quality of life': the 

'naturalness' of an animal's life, its 

health and biological functioning, and 

its subjective experience, i.e. 

feelings. The relative weighting of 

these concerns is ultimately a value 

judgment. I subscribe to the view 

that welfare is exclusively about the 

way an animal feels; natural 

circumstances and health are only F i 9 u r e 1 " 1 : Two-dimensional representation 

important insofar as they affect o f feelings. Examples of the types of feeling 

feelings (Duncan & Petherick 1991). t h a t m a y l i e i n e a c h quadrant are shown in 

capital letters. Modified from Russell (2003). 

The subjective experiences of animals are not directly observable, so our understanding 

of them is based on inference from human experience (Cabanac 1979, Dawkins 1990). 

For example, we think that lame broiler chickens experience pain because leg pain 

makes us limp, and because lame chickens self-administer analgesics if given the 

chance (Danbury et al. 2000), just as a human might. Approaches to welfare 

assessment include evaluating preferences (e.g. between housing treatments: Blom et 

al. 1995), interpreting natural communication signals (e.g. vocalizations in beef calves 

separated from their mothers: Haley et al. 2005), and physiological parameters like heart 

rate and corticosteroid hormone release (e.g. Beerda etal. 1998). 

We can consider feelings to lie on a two dimensional plane, on which valence (the 
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positive or negative quality of a feeling) is independent of arousal (Figure 1-1) (Russell 

2003). Welfare corresponds specifically to position on the valence (horizontal) axis. 

Some commonly used welfare indices, especially physiological ones, only track arousal; 

context or inter-correlation between multiple welfare indices can help determine the 

associated valence (e.g. fighting and mating both elevate heart rate). Different feelings 

sharing a single valence also feel qualitatively different, at least to humans (e.g. fear vs. 

sadness), so collapsing them all onto one axis is a simplified representation of reality: 

feelings-based welfare is not a unitary construct. Animal welfare science has historically 

focused on negative feelings, but researchers in this field increasingly acknowledge that 

good welfare requires pleasurable feelings, and not just absence of negative ones 

(Boissy et al. 2007). 

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT AND REDUCTION OF ABNORMAL 

REPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Definitions and general effects of environmental enrichment 

Environmental enrichment (EE) is widely used by animal keepers to improve welfare 

(e.g. in zoos) and as an experimental manipulation by neurobiologists and ethologists. 

One definition from the field of neurobiology equates environmental enrichment to 

housing conditions that facilitate 'enhanced sensory, cognitive, and motor stimulation' 

(Nithianantharajah & Hannan 2006). Some animal welfare scientists, meanwhile, define 

it as the identification and provision of 'environmental stimuli necessary for optimal 

psychological and physiological wellbeing' (Swaisgood & Shepherdson 2005). These 

definitions emphasize different goals (stimulation vs. welfare), but clearly cover many of 

the same treatments. The list of husbandry modifications that have been called 

environmental enrichments is an enormous one (see Young 2003 for examples). 
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Environmental enrichments have been shown to have beneficial effects on cerebral 

development and activity, cognitive performance, immune function, and welfare. Thus 

giving climbing structures, tunnels, and a running wheel to laboratory mice decreased 

their anxiety in an elevated plus maze, decreased their corticosterone reactivity to 

conditioned stimuli previously paired with electric shock, and increased natural killer cell 

activity in their spleens (Benaroya-Milshtein et al. 2004). The long-term housing of adult 

female mice in similarly enriched environments also caused a fivefold increase in 

hippocampal neurogenesis over non-enriched controls (Kempermann et al. 2002). 

Similar enrichment improved cognitive performance in a water maze, a task for spatial 

memory, in rats who had previously been exposed to anoxia (lack of oxygen) as pups, to 

the same level of performance shown by controls never exposed to anoxia (luvone et al. 

1996). Finally, deer mice raised with a variety of enrichments including nesting material, 

shelters, a running wheel and climbing structures showed decreased perseveration 

(Tanimura et al. 2008). In addition, those with negligible repetitive jumping/somersaulting 

also had increased metabolic activity and cell growth in the basal ganglia, assessed post 

mortem (Turner et al. 2002, 2003, Turner & Lewis 2003). 

Many experiments have shown that captive animals prefer enriched to non-enriched 

environments, and can be highly motivated to access them. For example, given the 

choice, mice spent more time in a cage with nesting material than in one without, even 

when nesting material was paired with a grid floor that had previously been avoided 

when presented on its own (Van de Weerd et al. 1998). Enrichment has also been used 

as a positive reinforcer in operant conditioning: for example, arctic foxes learned to press 

a lever repeatedly to gain access to an earthen floor (Koistinen et al. 2007). Indeed, 

whether or not an animal prefers a particular treatment or is strongly motivated to access 

it can be used as an operational way of determining whether this treatment can be 
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considered environmental enrichment or not, at least in terms of the way welfare 

scientists use this term (e.g. Chmiel & Noonan 1996). Further discussion of the 

measurement of motivational strength, along with examples of animals working for 

access to enrichments, can be found in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. Because captive 

animals voluntarily choose to spend time with enrichments, and will often exert 

themselves in order to do so, environmental enrichment is generally thought of as 

improving their welfare. 

Environmental enrichment in relation to ARB and welfare 

In addition to the effects discussed above, environmental enrichment has repeatedly 

been shown to decrease abnormal repetitive behaviour. For instance, an African 

leopard's repetitive pacing was reduced by an acoustic prey mimic, which allowed it to 

"hunt" by tracking bird sounds to different locations to receive food (Markowitz et al. 

1995). In another successful example, providing a hiding place reduced pacing in small 

zoo felids (Carlstead et al. 1993), in addition to reducing corticosteroid hormone output 

(Wielebnowski et al. 2002). Considering the ethological explanations elaborated in 

Section 1.1, EE likely ameliorates welfare while simultaneously reducing ARB in many of 

these cases, by facilitating highly motivated natural behaviours and/or by offering access 

to important cues or resources (Mason et al. 2007). Meta-analyses of the success with 

which zoo enrichment efforts eradicated ARBs show that EE was by and large effective 

(Shyne 2006, Swaisgood & Shepherdson 2006). However, EE only reduced the amount 

of time animals devoted to stereotypies (this study did not consider other ARBs) by half 

on average, and in no single study was the behaviour fully eradicated in all subjects 

(Swaisgood & Shepherdson 2006). In one anecdotal example of ARB that continues to 

be displayed despite improvements to the performer's environment, circus bears 
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relocated to large zoo enclosures continued to pace in a restricted area matching the 

size of their former circus cage (Meyer-Holzapfel 1968, Burghardt 2005). Similarly, crib-

biting horses often continue to bite fences or to wind-suck (which is morphologically 

similar, but involves no biting) after being moved from stable to field (Cosyns & Odberg 

2000). Furthermore, ARB is sometimes completely eliminated in some individuals while 

being less affected in their identically-treated conspecifics. For example, Cooper and 

colleagues (1996) transferred bank voles from standard laboratory cages to larger cages 

containing twigs, leaves, hay, and sawdust litter, and found that repetitive jumping/ 

running/somersaulting was eliminated in all young subjects, but several of the older 

animals continued to perform these behaviours. In another study, a group of deer mice 

chosen as subjects because they displayed frequent repetitive jumping and 

somersaulting showed no significant overall decrease in these behaviours after being 

transferred to enriched housing (dog kennel with shelters, bedding, running wheel, etc.), 

and over one quarter of the subjects did not show even a slight decrease (Hadley et al. 

2006). Thus, enrichment may fail to reduce ARB and may also fail to improve welfare. 

Before discussing potential reasons for these failures, I briefly elaborate on what is 

known about the relationship between ARB and welfare. 

ARB has long been thought to reflect poor welfare in its performer (Mason 1991b). 

Certainly, it is expected to indicate poor welfare if it is related to stress or frustration, but 

many studies have found, on the contrary, higher ARB in association with other indices 

of good welfare (see e.g. Box 1-1). For example, farmed mink were less likely to be 

rated as 'fearful' in a test for reactivity to human handlers if they also performed 

repetitive locomotion or upper body movements outside of the test situation than if they 

did not (Hansen & Jeppesen 2006), and veal calves that performed repetitive tongue-

playing were later found not to have ulcers, while all those who did not tongue-play did 
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have ulcers, potentially associated with psychological stress as well as gastric pain 

(Wiepkema et al. 1987). In a meta-analysis of stereotypies, Mason and Latham (2004) 

found that the welfare significance of these behaviours depends on the level of analysis: 

stereotypy is generally more frequent in treatments or housing conditions that cause 

poor welfare according to other indices (e.g. corticosteroid hormone output, or alarm 

calling; see Box 1-1), but the most stereotypic animals within a treatment or housing 

condition seem to have the best welfare. This suggests either that those animals most 

likely to perform ARB within a given environment are those who have better welfare to 

begin with, for example because others are in a depressive-like state or are too fearful to 

perform ARB rather than spend time hiding (Meagher, in preparation), or that ARBs 

somehow allow animals to cope with negative circumstances (reviewed in Wurbel 2006). 

Neither of these ideas has thus far accumulated solid evidence. Regardless of the 

within-treatment significance of ARBs, it does seem clear that captive environments that 

are conducive to good welfare also lead to less time-consuming ARBs, and that 

environmental enrichment should therefore do the same. Yet, as we saw in the previous 

paragraph, this is not the case in all animals. 

Why might EEs that are effective for some individuals fail for others? Some recent 

evidence suggests two alternative mechanisms that could contribute to this variation. 

One neurobiological study found that spontaneous, captivity-induced 

jumping/somersaulting in deer mice - which had previously been shown to be correlated 

with high levels of perseveration - was more effectively reduced by adenosinergic A!/A2 

receptor agonists in individuals with initially low levels of the behaviour than in those with 

initially high levels (Tanimura et al. 2010). This suggests that captivity-induced 

alterations to functioning of the basal ganglia and corticostriatal circuits were less easily 

reversed, pharmacologically, in animals with high levels of spontaneous, captivity-
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induced ARB. Meanwhile, another study found that in middle-aged female mice, those 

individuals who were least motivated to access a separate cage containing nesting 

material, shelters, and chewable/manipulable objects also showed the smallest 

reductions in repetitive locomotor/oral behaviours (Tilly et al. 2010). In this case, 

enrichment may have failed for these individuals because it did not provide them with 

behavioural opportunities for which they were highly motivated. 

I decided to investigate two general hypotheses about inter-individual variability in the 

effectiveness of environmental enrichment for ARB reduction. On one hand, enrichment 

may fail to reduce ARB if it fails to normalize basal ganglia function in animals with high 

levels of captivity-induced perseveration or other behavioural disinhibition. In this case, 

ARB frequency may be relatively insensitive to welfare, and be better thought of as a 

behavioural 'scar' of a previous inadequate environment (Mason 1991b). On the other 

hand, enrichment may fail to reduce ARB for animals who do not use it, or who are only 

weakly motivated to use it. In this case, what we consider 'enriching' may in fact do very 

little for the welfare of targeted animals. Individual differences in ARB reduction in 

environmentally enriched housing, and their consequences for the welfare of persistent 

ARB performers, are the primary focus of my thesis. 

1.3 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

I worked with American mink, Neovison vison (see Box 1-2), to experimentally test the 

hypotheses that enrichment fails to reduce ARB in individuals with severe behavioural 

disinhibition/perseveration, or in those who do not use enrichment, or are only weakly 

motivated to do so. I chose to use older adult subjects, who also would have been caged 

longer, because they may be most likely to be highly perseverative and to have 
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persistent, enrichment-resistant ARBs. Perseveration positively correlated with age (and 

length of time in barren cages) in Asiatic black bears (Vickery & Mason 2003), and ARB 

was more effectively reduced by enrichment in young, rather than old, bank voles and 

mice (Cooper et al. 1996; Tilly et al. 2010). I was restricted to using female mink from a 

breeding colony because male mink are typically pelted (i.e. killed for their pelts) before 

the age of 1. 

In February and March 2009, I screened the behaviour of a group of female breeders, 

selecting those who displayed at least some degree of abnormal repetitive locomotion 

(ARL: see Table 2-1) for future study. Of the 31 subjects I observed, 21 performed some 

ARL. In August, I moved 17 of these subjects (the others having died over the summer), 

then aged 28 or 52 months, into non-enriched housing in an indoor facility (see Chapter 

2 for further details on subjects and housing). Further information on the timing of 

observations and experiments is given in the timeline in Figure 1-3. 

In Chapter 2, I report the results of behavioural observations in non-enriched and 

enriched housing and discuss the general impact of environmental enrichment on 

behavioural time budgets. In Chapter 3, I test my first general hypothesis, reporting the 

results of my work on behavioural disinhibition in relation to ARB. In Chapter 4, I test my 

second general hypothesis, reporting the results of my work on use of and strength of 

motivation for environmental enrichment in relation to ARB. 

When I started my M.Sc, my intention was to conduct a project similar to that just 

described, on ARB and rehabilitation of former bile bears using environmental 

enrichment in Sichuan Province, China. Because I did not obtain sufficient funding, and 

because the Chinese sanctuary did not receive a new, large group of bears to 
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rehabilitate, I instead worked with mink. I did, however, manage to carry out a short, 

practical side project on environmental enrichment use in physically disabled former bile 

bears. This work is presented in Appendix 1. 

; BOX U2: AgftQ^MaifftgtfeljTjgfe $E{pVljpllg'lN AMERICAN MINK 

The American mink, Neovison vison, is a small 

semi-aquatic mustelid (reviewed in Dunstone 1993). 

Mink are naturally found throughout Canada and 

much of the United States, and have invaded over 

20 European countries (Bonesi & Palazon 2007). 

Wild mink are solitary, mating yearly, usually 

February to April (Ben-David 1997). They hunt 

terrestrial and aquatic prey, including small 

mammals, birds, fish, and crustaceans (Dunstone & 

Birks 1987). Mink are often regarded as nocturnal, 

but diurnal activity is not uncommon, perhaps 

depending on season and habitat (e.g. prey 

availability) (Niemimaa 1995, Zuberogoitia et al. Figure 1-2: A farmed American 

2007). Captive mink are most active around sunrise, m i n k - T h i s caSe, at Michigan 

sunset and prior to scheduled feeding (Hansen & s t a t e University's Experimental 

Moller 2008). F u r Farm, has an integrated 

nest box (behind the mink) A 

American mink are farmed for their fur in North r a t i o n o f m i n k f e e d s i t s o n t o P 

America and Scandinavia, and have been bred in of the cage. 

captivity for over 80 generations (European Commission 2001). Over 45 million mink are 

pelted annually (EFBA 2009). Given their widespread availability, mink can also be 

useful models of the Carnivora. 

As in most carnivores (Clubb & Vickery 2006), mink show a peak in ARB prior to 

mealtime (Mason 1993, Hansen et al. 2007, Svendsen et al. 2007). Carnivore ARBs are 

apparently elicited by hunger and/or cues predicting arrival of food, and some have been 

reduced by enrichments designed to mimic hunting (e.g. Markowitz et al. 1995). 
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However, a comparative (cross-species) analysis found no relationship between time 

spent stereotyping by captive carnivores and any foraging characteristics of their wild 

conspecifics; instead, very stereotypic species were those with the largest home ranges 

(Clubb & Mason 2003, 2007). 

Pacing and repetitive head or upper body movements (e.g. bobs, weaves) (Mason 1993) 

and tail-biting (Vinke et al. 2002) are common in farmed mink. Their prevalence is 

estimated at 70% (Mason, unpublished data), similar to what I found when pre-screening 

mink for this study (see Section 1.3). Pacing is typical in captive Carnivora (Clubb & 

Vickery 2006). Environmental enrichments that have been shown to reduce ARBs in 

mink include water baths (Mononen et al. 2008, but see Vinke et al. 2006), a 

combination of elevated crawl tubes, ping pong balls, and pull/chew ropes (Hansen et al. 

2007), and climbing structures, a water bath, and manipulable objects (Figure 2-1) 

(Diez-Leon, in preparation). Mink are highly motivated to access some enrichments: they 

worked as hard (e.g. opening heavy doors) for a water bath as for food (Mason et al. 

2001), and similarly for a running wheel (Hansen & Jensen 2006). 
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Figure 1-3: Timeline of behavioural observations and experiments, spanning August 2009 to April 2010. Events are 

divided as a function of the chapter in which the corresponding data is first introduced. 'NEE' means non-enriched 

housing, while 'EE' means environmentally enriched housing (See Chapter 2 for details). 



CHAPTER 2 - BEHAVIOURAL EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT 

ABSTRACT 

I housed 17 mature adult female mink in Non-enriched housing, consisting of a barren 

home cage and nest box, for 4 months before transferring them to Enriched housing, 

which additionally included an 'enriched compartment' containing a water bath and 

manipulable objects, accessible via a set of towers connected by a tunnel. In Enriched 

housing, mink spent less time performing all types of abnormal repetitive behaviours 

(ARB) and more time engaging in normal activity. There was no overall difference in 

inactivity. The amount of change in ARB following transfer to Enriched housing was quite 

variable among subjects, with a minority of individuals even showing increases in this 

behaviour. I discuss different methods of quantifying the amount of change in ARB, and 

their relative merits. 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF METHODS 

Subjects and Housing 

Subjects were mature adult female mink (two cohorts: 28 months old, n = 10; 52 months 

old, n = 7) acquired from Michigan State University's Experimental Fur Farm's breeding 

ranch. These individuals were selected because they displayed at least some degree of 

abnormal repetitive locomotion (see Table 2-1) in their individual farm cages (wire 

mesh: W25 cm X D50 cm X H35 cm) when assessed in February/March 2009. At the 

start of my experiment, subjects were moved to an indoor facility with an artificial light 

cycle yoked to sunrise and sunset times, where they were again individually caged. 
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Drinking water was provided ad lib. via a water line and nipple drinker, and animals were 

fed c. 150 g of standard mink feed (a meat-based paste) once a day. From August to 

December 2009, all subjects were kept in Non-Enriched housing (NEE), which consisted 

of a wire mesh home cage with external nest box (Figure 2-1 a,b). In December, all 

subjects were transferred to Enriched housing (EE) which, in addition to the home cage 

and nest box, also included a second, larger wire mesh cage (Figure 2-1 a,c) containing 

a variety of manipulable objects, a plastic swing/hammock, and a trough of circulating 

filtered water - environmental enrichments that had previously been shown to reduce 

ARB and corticosteroid hormone output (Diez-Leon, in preparation), and at least some 

of which mink are highly motivated to access (see Box 1-2 in Chapter 1). This 'enriched 

compartment' was accessed from the home cage by using wire mesh ramps to climb a 

tower, traversing a 3 metre wire mesh tunnel, and descending an identical tower with 

identical ramps. In the present experiment, all manipulable objects were either attached 

to the walls using flexible metal wire or were too bulky to be pulled into the tower, 

ensuring that none would be dragged out of the enriched compartment. This was done 

to facilitate evaluation of enrichment use and of strength of motivation to access 

enriched areas (see Chapter 4). 
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Figure 2 - 1 : Schematic of mink cages. A) Side view. Shaded areas were available 

both in Non-enriched (NEE) and Enriched (EE) housing, non-shaded areas only in 

EE. All dimensions are in cm. B) Frontal view of the home cage, nest box, and one 

tower. C) Frontal view of the enriched compartment and one tower. The water 

trough is 120 cm long and 5-10 cm deep. Manipulable objects are shown in black. 
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Behavioural Observations 

Behavioural observations were conducted in Non-enriched housing (NEE) during three 

6-day periods (in September, October, December); and during two 6-day periods after 

their transfer to Enriched housing (EE) (in February, March). Subjects were given a new 

manipulable object on the afternoon preceding the start of each of the two EE 

observation periods. Animals were scanned every 9 minutes during the 3 hours 

immediately preceding scheduled feeding. Direct observation (scan sampling) has 

previously been shown to have negligible effects on mink behaviour compared to video 

recording (Svendsen etal. 2007). I used a modified type of instantaneous scan sampling 

(Martin & Bateson 2007), recording the behaviour being performed at the end of a 10-

second observation period. This allowed me to gauge the repetitiveness of behaviours. 

Behaviours were classified according to the ethogram in Table 2 -1 . I conducted all 

observation periods but one (September), which was conducted by my colleague 

Rebecca Meagher (RM). Observed frequencies were positively correlated between 

observers (e.g. r = 0.51, p = 0.038 for ARL) and thus were pooled for the remainder of 

my analyses. Subjects were given new, randomly chosen identity cards after transfer to 

EE, so I was blind to their levels of ARB in NEE. 

The main ARB of interest was the most time-consuming form, abnormal repetitive 

locomotion (ARL), but I also considered another type of ARB, Scrabbling, separately for 

two reasons. First, unlike ARL, it often appears to be directed at other mink, and 

previous authors have reported that similar "scratching" seems to be an attempt to enter 

areas to which access is denied (nest box: Hansen & Jeppesen 2000; mother: Houbak & 

Jeppesen 1987, cited in Akre et al. 2008). Second, some authors who report such 
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behaviour in mink consider that it is not a form of ARB or stereotypy (e.g. Hansen & 

Jeppesen 2006), while others include it if it is repetitive enough (e.g. Vinke et al. 2006). 

Table 2 -1 : Ethogram of mink behaviour 

Abnormal 
Repetitive 

Locomotion 
(ARL) 

Scrabbling 

Normal 
Activity 

Inactivity 

Repetitive head/upper body movements (e.g. bobbing, weaving, 
repeated either immediately or after a short scrabbling bout) or 
locomotive route-tracing (which often includes performance of 
particular upper body movements or of scrabbling at fixed areas along 
the route). 

Unambiguous ARL = 3 or more consecutive repetitions 
Borderline ARL = less than 3 consecutive repetitions 
Total ARL = sum of Unambiguous and Borderline ARL 

Subject scrabbles or scratches with forepaws against the plastic walls 
of the cage or nest box. If part of a larger sequence of ARL, the 
behaviour is counted in both categories. 
Any other activity (e.g. walking, sniffing, grooming, eating, drinking, 
urinating, defecating) 

EE Manipulation = subject sniffs or manipulates enrichment 
objects, dips head into water bath, or engages in any activity 
inside the water bath 

Subject is lying down motionless, expect for minor positional 
adjustments. 

Statistical analyses 

To evaluate the effect of housing on behaviour, I ran repeated measures ANOVAs in 

Minitab 15, using Type III (Adjusted) SS, with a significance threshold of a = 0.05. Mink 

(random variable nested within cohort), cohort, housing, and the interaction between 

cohort and housing were included as factors. Correlations were tested for in General 

Linear Models, with cohort as a factor, using Type II (Adjusted) SS. All proportions (e.g. 

ARB time budgets) were arcsin-square root transformed for analysis. For descriptive 
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purposes, and for use in later analyses (see Chapters 3 & 4), both absolute and relative 

changes in ARL and Scrabbling were calculated (see Box 2-1). 

2.2 EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT ON BEHAVIOURAL TIME 

BUDGETS 

Results 

Behavioural time budgets in Non-enriched and Enriched housing, averaged over all 

subjects, are described in Table 2-2 and Figure 2-2. Following transfer to Enriched 

housing, all types of ARB decreased in frequency (Unambiguous ARL: F115 = 10.35, p = 

0.006; Borderline ARL: Fi,15 = 15.88, p = 0.001; Scrabbling: F1i15 = 14.64, p = 0.002). 

Normal Activity increased (Fi?15 = 8.19, p = 0.012), but this change is smaller and non

significant if I exclude interaction with manipulate objects and water (F1T15 = 1.98, p = 

0.180). Subjects showed no difference in Inactivity (F115 = 0.03, p = 0.854). All mink 

visited the enriched areas, and all but one interacted directly with objects and water to 

some degree. Descriptive statistics concerning the amount of EE Manipulation, and of 

enrichment use as measured in different ways, can be found in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 

Table 2-2: Behavioural time budgets (minimum - median - maximum) in Non-

enriched and Enriched housing. 

Unambiguous ARL 
Borderline ARL 

Scrabbling 
EE Manipulation 

Other Normal Activity 
Inactivity 

Non-enriched 
0 .0-7 .5%-21.1 
0.0 - 1.6% - 8.6 
0 .0-1 .4%-12.9 

N/A 
10.8-18.3%-26.0 
47.6 - 69.2% - 87.4 

Enriched 
0.0 - 0.0% - 25.0 
0.0 - 0.0% - 3.8 
0.0 - 0.0% - 5.8 
0.0 - 4.2% - 11.7 

10.8-20.8%-34.2 
40.0 - 70.4% - 86.7 
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Figure 2-2: Behavioural time budgets of mature adult females in Non-Enriched 

(light bars) and Enriched (dark bars) housing. The white horizontal bar shows the 

level of Normal Activity excluding EE Manipulation. The sum of behaviour 

frequencies exceeds 100% because the two ARL categories partially overlap with 

Scrabbling, given that ARL sequences sometimes incorporated Scrabbling bouts. 

When assessed in Non-enriched housing, the amounts of time spent performing the two 

different types of ARB (Total ARL vs. Scrabbling) did not correlate with each other (F1i13 

= 1.03, p = 0.328). Time spent performing Borderline ARL did, however, positively 

correlate to time spent performing Unambiguous ARL (Fi,i3 = 6.38, p = 0.025). The 

fraction of Total ARL that consisted of Unambiguous ARL was also positively correlated 

to Total ARL (Fi,n = 13.05, p = 0.004): individuals who performed the most ARL usually 

showed the more repetitive forms of it. The amount of time spent performing Total ARL 

was also strongly negatively correlated to the amount of time spent inactive (F1>13 = 

89.93, p< 0.001). 
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The amount of change in ARB from Non-enriched to Enriched housing was highly 

variable across individuals. For example, while 13 subjects showed reduced Total ARL 

in Enriched housing, 1 showed no change, and 3 others actually performed more ARL in 

Enriched than in Non-enriched housing. The largest absolute decrease in ARL was of 

25.4% of an individual's time budget (from 25.4% to 0.0%, representing a 100% 

decrease relative to baseline NEE levels), while the largest increase was of 12.4% (from 

12.6% to 25.0%, a nearly 98% relative increase above baseline NEE levels). Only 9 

individuals continued to perform ARL in Enriched housing, and 12 showed at least some 

degree of ARB (ARL or Scrabbling). Of these twelve, 7 performed some of their ARB in 

enriched areas of the cage. These individuals did not appear to form a homogeneous 

subgroup - those who performed ARB in enriched areas included occasional scrabblers, 

in which the behaviour was only infrequently seen, and, at the other extreme, one animal 

who spent 1/6 of her entire pre-feeding time performing ARL in the enriched 

compartment. The amount of change in Total ARL in different individuals is illustrated in 

Figure 2-3 (change in Scrabbling was quantified in the same way, but I discuss Total 

ARL here as an example). Different methods of quantifying change in ARB are 

discussed in Box 2 -1 . The three methods of quantifying change in Total ARL produced 

similar results: all inter-correlations were positive (absolute and relative: F1f11 = 12.70, p 

= 0.004; absolute and GLM: F112 = 83.42, p < 0.001; relative and GLM: F1i10 = 62.29, p < 

0.001). However, one of these methods was sensitive to initial levels of ARL, measured 

in Non-enriched housing: the absolute amount of change in Total ARL tended to 

negatively correlate with the amount of time spent performing Total ARL in Non-enriched 

housing (F1>13 = 4.41, p = 0.056), but the relative amount of change did not (F^n = 0.85, 

p = 0.377). The amount of change calculated using the GLM obviously did not correlate 

with Total ARL in Non-enriched housing, because its explicit purpose was to control for 

this. 
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There was no significant difference between cohorts in the amount of time spent 

performing any type of behaviour measured in either housing treatment (all behaviours: 

Fi.is < 2.14, p > 0.164), nor in the amount of change in any type of ARB from Non-

enriched to Enriched housing, whether in terms of absolute change (all ARBs: F1|15 < 

0.67, p > 0.425), relative change (all ARBs: F1p12 < 1.71, p > 0.218), or change calculated 

using the GLM approach (all ARBs: F1i15 < 0.67, p > 0.426). 
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Figure 2-3: Absolute change in Total ARL between Non-enriched and Enriched 

housing. Bars represent one subject each, with each end indicating the amount 

of Total ARL performed in either type of housing. Light bars represent 

individuals who performed more Total ARL in Non-enriched than in Enriched 

housing, and dark bars the opposite. The * and # symbols are referred to in Box 

2-1 . 
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BOX 2 - 1 : QUANTIFYING CHANGE IttiARB? 

To evaluate the effectiveness of 

environmental enrichment, we require a way 

of ranking the amount of change in ARB 

seen in different individuals. For example, in m 

Figure 2-3, there are two mink marked * m 
< 

and #, but it is not clear which of these mink 

benefited the most from enrichment. One J 

fairly intuitive way to answer this question is 

using absolute change, ARB in NEE minus ~ ARB in NEE" 

ARB in EE: by this approach, * was clearly Figure 2-4: An example of residuals 

most affected (10.7% - 2.9% = 7.8% analysis for assessment of change in 

reduction vs. 1.6% - 0.0% = 1.6% ARB. Residual 1 is large and positive, 

reduction). An alternative is to use relative 2 s m a " a n d positive, and 3 negative. 

change, absolute ARB decrease divided by ARB in NEE: by this approach, # was most 

affected (7.8% /10.7% = 72.8% decrease vs. 1.6% /1.6% = 100% decrease). 

In addition to these two methods, Tilly and colleagues (2010) used a third, residuals 

analysis. In residuals analysis, the amount of ARB in EE is regressed against ARB in 

NEE and the residuals (the distance between each data point and the line of best fit) 

are computed (Figure 2-4). The line of best fit essentially 'corrects' for the amount of 

ARB performed in NEE, by telling us how much ARB we might expect a given subject 

to perform in EE, based on its former levels. We can therefore tell how much more 

(positive residual) or less (negative residual) ARB a given subject performed in EE than 

expected. Unfortunately, residuals analysis is problematic. It leads to an overestimation 

of available degrees of freedom and may reduce statistical power. Conversely, it may 

inflate the probability of Type I errors (Darlington & Smulders 2001, Garcia-Berthou 

2001). I will therefore refrain from using this method. 

A more appropriate approach, which rests on the same principles, is to include ARB in 

NEE as a covariate in a General Linear Model (GLM) in which other variables of 

interest are tested for their effect on the response variable, ARB in EE. Conceptually, 

this is the same as residuals analysis, which is why I started by presenting that method, 

but the GLM approach avoids the pitfalls associated with residuals analysis (i.e. it 

corrects for initial levels of ARB, in NEE, all while correctly estimating degrees of 
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freedom and properly accounting for the potential influence of other factors or 

covariates). 

Which of these methods of quantifying change is most appropriate depends on the 

system being studied. In the case of mink ARB, I have no a priori way of determining 

which is most biologically relevant. I will therefore make use of all three methods 

(absolute, relative, and GLM). 

Discussion 

I transferred mature adult female mink from Non-enriched to Enriched housing, which 

included an 'enriched compartment', containing a water bath and manipulable objects, 

that could be reached from the home cage via a pair of towers connected by a tunnel. In 

Enriched housing, subjects performed more normal activity and less of every type of 

ARB than they had in Non-enriched housing. Enriched housing was quite effective at 

reducing ARB, with the magnitude of these reductions (e.g. almost two thirds reduction 

in Total ARL) surpassing the average 50% relative reduction seen in zoo studies 

(Swaisgood & Shepherdson 2006). There was a large amount of variation in the 

effectiveness with which ARB was reduced in Enriched housing. In many subjects, it was 

completely eliminated, but was also increased in a few others. Therefore, I will be able to 

test my general hypotheses, introduced at the end of Chapter 1, about the reasons for 

variation in ARB reduction between individuals. 

The three methods of quantifying the amount of change in this behaviour (see Box 2-1) 

produced quantitatively similar results, in that they all positively covaried. However, 

absolute change was highly dependent on levels of ARB in non-enriched housing: only 

individuals who initially spent a lot of time performing the behaviour could show an 
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important decrease, according to this measure. Therefore, this is likely the least 

appropriate of the three measures. However, I will report results of statistical tests 

involving absolute change in ARB in Chapters 3 and 4 in order to maintain consistency 

and comparability with prior studies that have used this measure (e.g. Vickery 2003, Tilly 

era/. 2010). 

Subjects performed two different types of ARB: abnormal repetitive locomotion (ARL) 

and Scrabbling. Time spent performing these two ARBs was not correlated, suggesting 

that my decision to treat them as separate (see 'Behavioural Observations' in Section 

2.2) was justified. We might have expected the behaviours to correlate positively if they 

were caused by the same underlying mechanism, or to correlate negatively if they 

'competed' for available time (i.e. if individuals who performed ARL had less time to 

devote to Scrabbling, or vice versa). However, while several individuals performed both 

behaviours, these animals tended to simply integrate scrabbling as an element in their 

ARLs (e.g. scrabbling in between every bob of the head). In order to ensure that my 

measure of ARL was robust, I divided ARL into two categories: Unambiguous ARL, 

which required three or more repetitions (called 'rigid stereotypy' in Mason 1993), and 

Borderline ARL, which was phenotypically similar but not as repetitive. Time spent 

performing Unambiguous and Borderline ARL was positively correlated, suggesting that 

Borderline ARL is of a similar nature to Unambiguous ARL (see Tilly et al. 2010 for 

similar results in mice). Further, the proportion of each individual's Total ARL (Borderline 

+ Unambiguous) that was Unambiguous positively correlated with time spent performing 

Total ARL. This proportion has been called 'rigidity' or 'predictability' in other studies 

(e.g. Mason 1993, Tilly et al. 2010), and a similar correlation was found in Asiatic black 

bears (Vickery 2003). Thus, individuals who spent the most time performing Total ARL 

were also more repetitive (i.e. predictable) within bouts of ARL. 
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One more issue needs to be discussed before moving on to Chapter 3. My experiment 

included two cohorts of mink, separated by a 2- year difference (28-month-olds vs. 52-

month-olds).l found no significant difference between cohorts, whether in terms of 

behavioural time budgets in Non-enriched or Enriched housing, or in terms of the 

change in ARB between housing types. At first glance, this may be surprising, given that 

age (confounded with time spent in captivity) has previously been reported to affect 

some of these behaviours. For example, in Asiatic black bears and Malayan sun bears, 

time spent interacting with climbable, manipulate, and edible enrichments was 

negatively correlated with age (Vickery 2003). Repetitive running/jumping/somersaulting 

was eliminated by transfer to enriched housing in young bank voles, but only somewhat 

reduced in older subjects (Cooper era/. 1996). Providing laboratory mice with 

enrichments reduced repetitive locomotor/oral behaviours more extensively in young 

adults than in middle-aged subjects (Tilly et al. 2010). That being said, none of my 

experiments were designed to investigate potential effects of age and/or time in captivity 

- the only reason I used mink from two cohorts was because these were the only 

available ARB performers among mature adults at the experimental farm - and any 

observed difference between cohorts would be difficult to interpret. This is because 

breeding female mink are often culled if they reproduce poorly, meaning that my 52-

month-old cohort was probably more highly selected for fertility than was my 28-month-

old cohort. Thus, these two cohorts may be representative of two populations that differ 

in characteristics other than age. In addition, female mink who perform ARBs more 

frequently appear to be more fertile (likely due to increased weight loss: Jeppesen et al. 

2004), so artificial selection for fertility may have impacted the very variables I am 

interested in, to a different extent in each of my cohorts. Therefore, I will not attribute 

very much importance to any differences I find between cohorts in Chapters 3 and 4, 
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though I will continue to use cohort as a blocking factor in order to be conservative in my 

analyses. 

Having shown that my subjects show a good deal of variation in the effect of 

environmental enrichment on ARB, I next test, in Chapter 3, my first general hypothesis: 

that ARB reduction in enriched housing is prevented in some individuals by elevated, 

irreversible levels of captivity-induced behavioural disinhibition. 
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CHAPTER 3 - BEHAVIOURAL D1SINHIBITION AND ARB REDUCTION 1 

ABSTRACT 

I attempted to test the hypothesis that environmental enrichment is ineffective at 

reducing abnormal repetitive behaviour (ARB) in individuals with severe captivity-

induced behavioural disinhibition, because their behavioural disinhibition causes their 

ARB and is itself not significantly alleviated by enrichment. I tested 4 predictions of the 

hypothesis. The first prediction was supported in mature adult female mink: in both Non-

enriched and Enriched housing, I found a positive relationship between abnormal 

repetitive locomotion (ARL) and recurrent perseveration, the tendency to inappropriately 

repeat an already completed response to an existing stimulus, suggesting that 

behavioural disinhibition is involved in generating this behaviour. There was no such 

relationship between another type of behavioural disinhibition, that of prepotent 

responses to reward cues, and any ARB, nor between recurrent perseveration and 

Scrabbling. The other three predictions were not supported, however. Recurrent 

perseveration was unaffected by housing type (Non-enriched vs. Enriched) in young 

adult mink, suggesting that Non-enriched housing does not cause recurrent 

perseveration. Recurrent perseveration was also unaffected in mature adult females, 

suggesting that Non-enriched housing does not reduce recurrent perseveration. The test 

on young adults had low statistical power, but not the one with mature adults. 

Unsurprisingly, given that recurrent perseveration appears not to change with housing, 

recurrent perseveration did not predict the magnitude of reductions in ARL observed in 

1 A modified version of this chapter has been accepted for publication: Dallaire, J., 
Meagher, R., Diez-Leon, M., Garner, J.P., Mason, G.J., under revision. Recurrent 
perseveration correlates with abnormal repetitive locomotion in adult mink but is not 
reduced by environmental enrichment. Behav. Brain. Res. 
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mature adult female mink after transfer to Enriched housing. Overall, my data thus 

suggest that, while recurrent perseveration explains much of the inter-individual variation 

in ARL, factors other than perseveration are involved in the reduction of ARL by 

environmental enrichment. 

3.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

As introduced in Chapter 1, altered functioning of the basal ganglia and corticostriatal 

circuits may cause behavioural disinhibition and appears to be involved in captivity-

induced ARB. In this chapter, I test my first general hypothesis, originally presented in 

Chapter 1: that environmental enrichment is ineffective at reducing ARB in individuals 

with severe captivity-induced behavioural disinhibition, because their behavioural 

disinhibition causes their ARB and is itself not significantly alleviated by enrichment. 

This hypothesis makes four successive predictions, each of which is dependent upon 

the last. In other words, each prediction is based on the assumption that the previous 

prediction was supported. I present tests of these predictions in corresponding order, in 

four separate experiments. In Experiment 1 (Section 3.3), I test whether behavioural 

disinhibition is indeed correlated to the amount of time devoted to ARBs in mature adult 

female mink (subjects presented in Chapter 2), as it is in many captive species. Next, in 

Experiment 2 (Section 3.4), I use a separate sample of differentially-housed young adult 

mink (NEE vs. EE) to test whether living in Non-enriched housing causes increased 

behavioural disinhibition. After that, in Experiment 3 (Section 3.5), I return to my mature 

adult female subjects, testing whether environmental enrichment provided later in life 

can reduce behavioural disinhibition. Finally, in Experiment 4 (Section 3.6), I test 

whether high behavioural disinhibition in Non-enriched housing is associated with 
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minimal ARB reduction following transfer to Enriched housing. Before proceeding with 

my experiments, however, I present a more detailed account of the role of the basal 

ganglia and corticostriatal circuits in the generation of behavioural disinhibition and ARB. 

3.2 VARIETIES OF BEHAVIOURAL DISINHIBITION AND THEIR RELATION TO ARB 

Corticostriatal circuits, or 'loops', play an essential role in executive function and motor 

control (Graybiel 1998), relaying information from processing areas of the cortex to the 

basal ganglia, where it is integrated and modulated, back to behaviour-generating 

cortical areas via the thalamus (Haber & Calzavara 2009). Each circuit contains both an 

inhibitory, "indirect" pathway and an excitatory, "direct" pathway (Alexander & Crutcher 

1990, Bolam et al. 2000, Lewis et al. 2006). Hypoactivity of the indirect relative to direct 

pathway is thought to cause behaviour to become generally disinhibited - i.e. performed 

in inappropriate circumstances - ultimately leading to ARBs (Graybiel 2000, Garner 

2006, Lewis et al. 2006). 

Statistical associations between perseveration (the tendency to inappropriately repeat 

actions, i.e. disinhibited repetition) and ARB provide evidence for the generalization 

across contexts of this impairment in behavioural inhibition. For example, in clinical 

human subjects (schizophrenics and autistics) participating in simple guessing or 

sequence-generation games, individuals who frequently repeated answers or short 

response sequences, despite instructions against doing so, also most frequently 

performed repetitive movements and had particularly circumscribed interests, i.e. they 

were unusually focused on a particular topic like astronomy or the serial numbers of 

electrical appliances (Frith & Done 1983, Turner 1997). A similar association was found 

between performance in an analogous guessing task and repetitive oral and locomotor 
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movements in parrots (Garner et al. 2003b). In this same study, individuals with the most 

time-consuming ARB also tended to respond particularly quickly when repeating their 

previous 'guess', but no such relationship was observed between ARB and non-

repeated (switched) responses, providing further support for the notion that ARB 

specifically involves disinhibition of repeated behaviour (as seen in Section 1.1 of 

Chapter 1). Perseveration has also been elicited in other circumstances known to cause 

ARB. For example, deprivation-reared rhesus monkeys performed more than twice as 

many non-rewarded lever presses as peer-reared controls in an operant extinction test 

(Gluck & Sackett 1986), and rats trained to lever-press for food and given high doses of 

amphetamine continued to press even after food had been delivered (Evenden & 

Robbins 1983). Furthermore, behavioural evidence that captive animals' ARBs are part 

of a suite of changes inducing generalized disinhibition includes positive correlations 

between perseveration in operant tasks and ARB in a wide variety of captive species, as 

reviewed in Chapter 1 (Garner & Mason 2002, Garner et al. 2003a,b, 2006, in press, 

Vickery & Mason 2003, Hemmings et al. 2007, Tanimura et al. 2008, Latham & Mason 

2010). 

The picture of corticostriatal loop function and ARB I have painted above is overly 

simplistic. There are multiple kinds of perseveration (Luria 1965, Sandson & Albert 

1984); and, neuroanatomically, multiple parallel corticostriatal circuits responsible for 

different aspects of behavioural control (Haber 2003). Disinhibition in different circuits 

may result in performance of inappropriate behaviour at different steps of behavioural 

control, and in corresponding ARBs with differing phenotypes (Garner et al. 2006, in 

press, Mason 2006). Many animal experiments establishing a link between 

perseveration and ARB have used some variant of operant extinction (Garner & Mason 

2002, Vickery & Mason 2003, Hemmings et al. 2007, Tanimura et al. 2008, Latham & 
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Mason 2010), which fails to distinguish between specific types of perseveration. Most 

exceptions have focused on "recurrent" perseveration, defined as the inappropriate 

repetition of an already completed response to an existing stimulus (Sandson & Albert 

1984, Turner 1997). This type of perseveration correlated positively with repetitive 

locomotion/oral movements in caged birds (Garner ef al. 2003a,b), with bar-mouthing in 

C57BL/6 mice (Garner et al. in press), but not in ICR CD-1 mice (Gross et al. 2011), and 

with repetitive movement in clinical human patients (Frith & Done 1983, Turner 1997). 

Garner (2006) has speculated that both recurrent perseveration and stereotypies are 

repetitive manifestations of dorsal striatal (putamen), sensorimotor circuit disinhibition. 

Other studies have tied "stuck-in-set" perseveration, the inappropriate maintenance of a 

plan or goal, to more complex ARBs like barbering in mice (Garner et al. 2006, in press) 

and circumscribed interests in autistic humans (Turner 1997). 

Another type of behavioural disinhibition that has been proposed to cause ARB is the 

impulsive failure to inhibit prepotent, emotionally-motivated responses to reward cues 

even when these responses are sub-optimal. Such failures can arise from altered 

functioning of the ventral striatal, limbic circuit (ventral striatum and associated areas -

principally the nucleus accumbens shell: Groenewegen et al. 2003), which is implicated 

in motivational or reward-related aspects of behaviour (Robbins & Everitt 1992). 

Neuropharmacological manipulation of rats' nucleus accumbens led to, for example, 

preferences for small, immediate rewards over large, delayed ones (Cardinal ef al. 

2001), and it also quadrupled rates of lever-pressing in response to food cues (Wyvell & 

Berridge 2000). Similarly, marmosets given serotonergic lesions to the orbito-frontal 

cortex showed impaired ability to inhibit reaching directly for food placed behind a 

transparent barrier (see Section 3.3 for more details on this type of task) (Wallis ef al. 

2001, Walker ef al. 2006). Many such tasks are thought to evaluate 'impulsive' 
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responding, but performance in one task is not necessarily predictive of performance in 

another (e.g. Talpos et al. 2006), indicating that impulsivity is not a unitary construct. 

These tasks do have in common the fact that poor (i.e. 'impulsive') performance can be 

induced by manipulating the limbic circuit. The captive environment can induce changes 

in limbic circuit function. Social isolation of rats led to altered levels of dopamine 

transporter protein in the nucleus accumbens (Zakharova et al. 2009) and to impaired 

inhibition of prepotent responses to reward (Wood et al. 2006, Perry et al. 2008). In 

terms of captive animals' ARBs, Cabib (2006) argues that repetitive cage-climbing in 

food-deprived mice is elicited by the presence of a food cue (the food hopper). Crib-

biting horses also had higher dopamine receptor densities in the nucleus accumbens 

than non-crib-biters (McBride & Hemmings 2005), and their crib-biting typically occurs 

immediately after food consumption (McBride & Cuddeford 2001). The frequency of pigs' 

spontaneous chain-chewing, before amphetamine administration, correlated positively 

with subsequent amphetamine-induced locomotion (Terlouw et al. 1992), which itself is 

an accumbens-mediated response (Parkinson et al. 1999), suggesting a shared 

pathway. The disinhibition of prepotent responding to reward cues has also been termed 

'affective perseveration' (Hauser 1999). In barren captive environments with limited 

behavioural opportunities, it may result in repeated behaviour. Others argue that 

perseveration and the disinhibition of prepotent responding to reward cues are quite 

distinct forms of behavioural disinhibition. The former is a 'compulsive' failure to inhibit 

repetition of behaviour, while the latter is an 'impulsive' failure to inhibit initiation of 

behaviour (e.g. Robbins 2002). In the following section (Experiment 1), I separately test 

for a relationship between ARB and each of these two types of behavioural disinhibition. 
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3.3 EXPERIMENT 1 - DOES ARB CORRELATE WITH BEHAVIOURAL 

DISINHIBITION? 

Overview of methods 

Subjects were the mature adult female mink introduced in Chapter 2, in which details on 

their ARBs and time budgets are also provided. These mink were tested for both types 

of behavioural disinhibition in Non-enriched housing. Details of tests for both types of • 

disinhibition are proyided below. 
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Testing for recurrent perseveration 

In humans, recurrent perseveration can be assessed from repetition of responses in 

guessing or sequencing tasks. For example, asked to guess the colour of successive 

playing cards drawn from a pack, or to place coloured markers in order, autistic children 

show a high degree of consecutive repetition (e.g. guessing 'black' several times in a 

row) and sequential dependency (i.e. patterning, or non-randomness) within series of 

responses (Frith 1970, 1972, Boucher 1977, Turner 1997). Garner and colleagues 

(2003a,b) adapted a similar two-choice guessing task (Frith & Done 1983, Lyon ef al. 

1986, Ridley ef al. 1988), also known as a "gambling" task, for use with laboratory birds 

and mice, and I used an analogous task for mink. Subjects chose between two doors 

(Figure 3-1) to receive either a food reward (approximately 0.75 g of hotdog sausage, or 

a small dab of mink feed - switching on any trial after a subject declined to consume a 

reward), or a 30-second timeout. The "correct" (rewarded) door was randomly 

determined for each trial, but with a weighting designed to discourage prolonged 

repetition (Garner et al. 2003b), using the formula: probability that left door is correct = 1 

- number of left responses in last 20 trials / 20. Test order was randomized and counter

balanced across days. To maximize food motivation, mink were tested before their daily 

meal. Prior to the actual test, subjects underwent 'forced choice' training sessions in 

which one door or the other (in random order) was locked, and the other rewarded. This 

was done in order to ensure that subjects would have been rewarded for opening each 

of the two doors by the time testing began, so that they would be motivated to explore 

both doors during the test. Subjects were tested for recurrent perseveration in NEE (2 

days training, 6 days test, 20 trials per day) 3 months after the move from the farm. 
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Three indices of recurrent perseveration were calculated, assessing either the amount of 

immediate repetition or the degree of sequential dependency in the sequence of 

responses (Box 3-1). I also tested whether average response latencies predict ARB, 

expecting that if ARB is caused by disinhibited repetition, then latencies to make 

repeated responses would negatively correlate to ARB, while alternated response 

latencies would not. I also tested whether repeated response latency negatively predicts 

ARB after controlling for alternated response latency, which would indicate that highly 

stereotypic individuals perform faster repeats than do less stereotypic individuals with 

the same alternated response latency. 

^Bt>X$ri;l§VMnmikiGGnECURREnT PERSEVERATION x|r ;'%i; j | 

Based on the results of human and animal studies mentioned above, I decided to 

calculate several indices of recurrent perseveration that would reflect both immediate 

repetitions of preceding responses (e.g. LLLL) and more elaborate, but equally 

predictable, patterns of responding (e.g. LLRLLRLLR). Such patterns can be thought of 

as repetition of sequences rather than of individual responses. 

Index of repetitiveness 

1) Excess Repetition: Standard score (z) for observed number of responses which are 

immediate repetitions of the previous response vs. the number expected based on each 

subject's global side bias (i.e. fraction of responses performed on the right or left door), 

calculated over all 120 trials, computed using the normal approximation to the binomial 

distribution. Positive scores indicate excessive repetition; negative scores, excessive 

alternation. 

Indices of sequential dependency 

2a) Third-order Markov Model: This is conceptually equivalent to calculating 'Excess 

Repetition', but detects the excessive occurrence of longer sequences, rather than of 

immediate repetitions. Following Garner and colleagues (2003a,b, in press), I compared 

the observed frequency of each of 16 possible 4-response sequences (e.g. RLRR or 

LRRL) to that expected based on each subject's global side bias. Thus, I obtained a x2 
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value and calculated the corresponding p value. This value was then subtracted from 1, 

yielding the probability that data are sequentially dependent, and logit transformed to 

make its distribution unbounded. 

2b) Detrended Fluctuation Analysis: DFA is a fractal method of analyzing self-similarity 

in sequential binary data, recommended for ethological analyses of sequential behaviour 

(Peng 1994, Asher ef al. 2009). DFA is used to detect long-range power-law correlations 

data sequences: it is sensitive to the recurrence of identical patterns at multiple scales, 

which my other two indices cannot detect. I converted each subject's series of 120 

responses into a cumulative random walk sequence (adding 1 for each left response, 

subtracting 1 for each right response). I then subdivided this sequence into 40 segments 

of 3 consecutive responses, drew a line of best fit through the 3 points of each segment, 

computed the unexplained variance for each segment, and then calculated the mean 

variance for all 40 segments. This subdivision procedure was repeated using segments 

of increasing lengths, for all lengths between 3 and 60 which are factors of 120.1 then 

log-log plotted mean variance as a function of segments length for each subject. The 

slope of this plot's line of best fit, known as alpha, is a measure of sequential 

dependency. DFA yields a single alpha score for each mink's response sequence, which 

averages 0.50 for random data sequences and increases with sequential dependency. I 

conducted randomization trials to show that, barring extreme cases, alpha scores for 

random sequences are unaffected by side bias. 

Testing for disinhibition of prepotent responses to reward 

In the detour reaching task for primates, subjects must retrieve a toy or food reward 

behind a transparent barrier (Diamond 1991). Failure to reach around, rather than 

directly into, the barrier is considered to reflect a limbic, impulsive lack of inhibitory 

control over behaviours influenced by appetitive stimuli (Jentsch ef al. 1997, Wallis et al. 

2001, Gray et al. 2006, Walker ef al. 2006). In adapting the detour reaching task for 

mink, two main modifications were required. First, I attempted to ensure that my subjects 
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also received olfactory cues of reward. Second, subjects were required to walk, rather 

than to reach, around a barrier. Similar tasks involving locomotive detours around 

transparent barriers have seen widespread use in non-primates (reviewed in Smith & 

Litchfield 2010), and have been used in human infants (Lockman 1984). In my 

locomotive detour task, mink chose between three corridors within an apparatus (Figure 

3-2). The middle corridor led to an impassable barrier, while the side corridors led to the 

area behind this barrier, where a red bowl was located, with a food reward (c. 0.75 g of 

hotdog sausage) on its lip. The barrier was made of two layers of metal mesh, between 

which an opaque plastic screen could be inserted. For Opaque trials, the screen was left 

in place, thus preventing all visual and some olfactory food cues from reaching the mink. 

For Transparent trials, the screen was removed, thus allowing all cues through the 

barrier. If mink fail to inhibit prepotent responses to reward cues, they should therefore 

enter the middle corridor more often on Transparent than on Opaque trials. 

During testing, each subject participated in one 10-trial session daily. Food motivation 

was maximised as in the test for recurrent perseveration, and likewise, order of testing 

was randomized and counter-balanced across days. Each session contained 5 Opaque 

and 5 Transparent trials, in pseudo-random order, counter-balanced over 6 sessions. 

Disinhibition of prepotent responses to reward cues was quantified as the fraction of 

Transparent trials on which a subject responded in the middle corridor, statistically 

controlling for the fraction of Opaque trials which produced middle corridor responses. 

Subjects were tested in the detour task for 6 sessions in November/December. Prior to 

actual testing, they were trained for 4 sessions (3 Opaque-only, then 1 mixed). Early 

training sessions included only Opaque trials, to ensure that subjects could learn how to 

perform the task in ideal conditions without distracting cues of reward (c.f. Hauser 1999). 

Subjects were not re-tested in Enriched housing because order effects seemed likely to 
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render comparison invalid (subjects showed progressively fewer middle responses with 

experience), and because increased experience performing detours around mesh within 

the tunnels of the EE housing (see Figure 2-1 in Chapter 2) represented a potential 

confounding explanation for any improvement in the task. 

Subjects also participated in subsequent trials to validate that middle responses in 

Transparent trials were due to failures to inhibit responses to the food cues, rather than 
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to a lack of understanding that mesh is impassable, or failure to perceive the mesh from 

a distance. I ran 3 more sessions in which the food and bowl were not present in the 

apparatus. Food rewards were instead concealed outside the apparatus, held by me and 

delivered to subjects manually when they reached the bowl's former location. I then 

returned the bowl and food to the apparatus for 2 further sessions. If middle responses 

in Transparent trials were due to failures to inhibit responses to the food cues, then they 

should decline when the food and bowl were removed, and be reinstated when the food 

and bowl were returned. 

Statistical analyses 

Throughout this chapter, correlations were tested for in General Linear Models, with 

cohort as a factor, using Type II (Adjusted) SS. Markov model sequential dependency 

scores and guessing task response latencies were log-transformed to meet the 

assumptions of normality. Regressions of ARL frequency against any index of recurrent 

perseveration employed a square-root link function after visual inspection revealed non

linear relationships. To check robustness, tests involving ARL or Scrabbling were run 

twice, using either the behaviour's frequency as a fraction of the entire time budget or as 

a fraction of all activity. I also ran separate tests for Unambiguous and Borderline ARL, 

given that they were not necessarily expected to relate to disinhibition in the same way: 

Unambiguous ARL, being more repetitive than Borderline ARL, was thought to be more 

likely to be related to behavioural disinhibition. When testing for the effects of recurrent 

perseveration, all three indices (see above) were tested separately. When testing for the 

effects of disinhibition of prepotent responses to reward cues, the fraction of middle 

responses in Transparent trials was corrected for the fraction of middle responses in 

Opaque trials. I used a repeated measures GLM with subject (nested within cohort) as a 
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random factor to investigate the effect of trial type and testing period on the number of 

middle responses in the detour task and followed up with orthogonal paired Mests 

comparing trial types within each testing period. 

Results 

For brevity, I report only results of tests for ARB as a proportion of total time budget, 

except when using ARB as a proportion of activity brings about the loss or gain of 

statistical significance. Effects of cohort, sex, and interactions are non-significant unless 

stated otherwise. All scatter plots show partial regressions: ARB frequency and the 

independent variable of interest were separately regressed against all other independent 

variables in the model, and the residuals obtained from these regressions were then 

corrected for range (by adding the variable's mean) and plotted against each other. This 

procedure corrects values on both the x- and the y-axis for all other variables (e.g. • 

cohort) in the statistical model, by removing any variation that can be attributed to these 

other variables. Thus, this procedure produces a picture of the relationship between two 

variables, once the influence of other variables is taken into account. 

In Non-enriched housing, all three indices of recurrent perseveration significantly inter-

correlated in the expected direction (all correlations: Fi,i3 > 12.82, p < 0.003). Supporting 

the notion that the patterned responding detected by DFA was indeed inappropriate (as 

per the definition of recurrent perseveration), this index of recurrent perseveration 

tended to negatively predict the proportion of trials on which subjects opened the correct 

door and were subsequently rewarded (F1|13 = 4.52, p = 0.053). This proportion ranged 

from 20.0% to 50.8%. The other two indices also showed negative correlations with the 

proportion of correct responses, but these were non-significant (Markov Model: F1i13 = 
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2.69, p = 0.125; Excess Repetition: F1i13 = 2.05, p = 0.176). All indices of high recurrent 

perseveration positively correlated with the frequency of Unambiguous ARL, though this 

was only a trend for Markov Model (Figure 3-3a,b,c). Depending on the index used, 

recurrent perseveration explains 22-37% of the variance in Unambiguous ARL. No index 

significantly predicted the frequency of Borderline ARL (all indices: F1i13 < 1.71, p > 

0.214), nor the frequency of Scrabbling (all indices: F113 < 0.32, p > 0.582). 
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Figure 3-3: Recurrent perseveration 

and Unambiguous ARL. 

A) (F1j13 = 7.91 p = 0.015). 

B) (F1i13 = 3.91 p = 0.069). 

C) (FLU = 5.57 p = 0.035). 
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correlated with Unambiguous ARL both for 

repeated (F1i13 = 27.96, p < 0.001) and 
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between repeated response latency and 

cohort (F-,,-,3 = 7.59, p = 0.016), due to a 
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Average repeated response latency (log(s)) 

Figure 3-4: Repeated response latency 

with that of the younger group being 

steeper. Average repeat latency negatively 
and Unambiguous ARL. Both axes are 
corrected for alternated response predicted stereotypic behaviour even when 

latency. controlling for average alternation latency 

(Fi,i2 = 18.09, p = 0.001; Figure 3-4). 

For disinhibition of prepotent responses to reward cues, my validation trials showed that 

responses into the middle corridor (into the barrier) on Transparent trials were indeed 

increased by food-related cues (Figure 3-5). There was a significantly higher mean 

fraction of middle responses in Transparent trials than in Opaque trials overall (F1i80
 = 

23.90, p < 0.001). Planned comparisons (paired Mests) showed that this difference was 

significant in the first testing period (t = 6.81, p < 0.001), but not in the testing period 

without food cues {t = 0.48, p = 0.634), and was reinstated when food cues were 

returned (t = 3.30, p = 0.004). There was also an overall effect of cohort (but no 

interaction with trial type), indicating that the younger cohort produced more middle 

responses, regardless of trial type (F18o = 5.01, p = 0.041), and the effect of subject was 

significant (F15i80 > 13.00, p < 0.001), indicating that individual mink were consistent 
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across testing period and trial type. The disinhibition of prepotent responses did not 

significantly predict any index of recurrent perseveration (all indices: F1fi2 < 1-00, p > 

0.337), suggesting no underlying commonalities. Neither did it correlate with 

Unambiguous ARL (F1i12 = 0.55 p = 0.472; Figure 3-6), Borderline ARL (F1>12 = 0.61 p 

0.450), or Scrabbling (F i i12 = 0.83 p = 0.381). 
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Figure 3-5: Validation of the detour task. Subjects entered the middle corridor 

more often (mean +/- SE) in Transparent trials (grid) than in Opaque trials 

(shaded) during Periods 1 and 3, but not during Period 2 when food cues were 

absent. 

Discussion 

In Experiment 1, I assessed the relationships between ARB and two types of 

behavioural disinhibition. I found a positive correlation between ARL and recurrent 

perseveration, supporting the first prediction made by my hypothesis, at least with 

respect to this type of ARB, and this type of behavioural disinhibition. In contrast, I found 
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no relationship between recurrent 

perseveration and Scrabbling, nor 

between disinhibition of prepotent 

responding to reward and either type of 

ARB. Before moving on to Experiment 2, 

I first discuss the validity of my tests for 

behavioural disinhibition. 

My modification of the detour reach task 

is the first application of this type of 

technique to a non-primate for the 

purpose of assessing disinhibition of corridor response % in Opaque trials. 

prepotent responses to reward cues. Could the lack of an observed relationship between 

ARB and disinhibition of prepotent responding conceivably reflect a problem with the test 

itself? Future work could further validate this as a test for limbic-loop mediated 

responsiveness to appetitive cues in non-primates, e.g. by manipulating cue strengths 

(c.f. Regolin ef a/. 1994), testing with a wider array of reward types, and assessing 

performance under low doses of amphetamine or apomorphine after selective lesioning 

(e.g. nucleus accumbens or orbito-frontal cortex). The brains of the mink used in this 

experiment, which were extracted and frozen when the subjects were killed, could also 

be used for validation. Cytochrome oxidase staining, a post mortem technique which 

reveals former levels of neuronal metabolic activity, has previously been used to show 

altered basal ganglia activity in animals treated with MPTP, a drug that induces 

Parkinsonian behavioural inhibition (Vila et al. 1996), and in non-enriched animals who 

perform ARB (Turner et al. 2002). This technique could allow us to test whether 

disinhibition of prepotent responding to reward cues correlates with activity specifically in 
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limbic structures like the nucleus accumbens and the orbito-frontal cortex. However, it 

would not reveal whether such neurological changes preceded or followed the 

behaviour. A methodological improvement to the detour task might be to train subjects 

more extensively before testing, to eliminate middle responses in Opaque trials, leaving 

only those responses in Transparent trials that actually stem from inhibitory failure. Non-

primate experiments involving detours around transparent barriers (e.g. birds: Zucca et 

al. 2005; spiders: Tarsitano & Jackson 1997; mammals: Nesterova & Hansen 2009) 

have tended to focus not on impulsive disinhibition, but rather on "insight" or social 

learning (Pongracz et al. 2001, Wilkinson et al. 2010; for a recent discussion which 

bridges this gap, see Vlamings et al. 2010). Thus, while many species more readily 

perform detours around opaque than around transparent barriers (chicks: Regolin et al. 

1994; dogs: Chapuis et al. 1983; cats: Poucet et al. 1983), they may do so simply 

because of poor comprehension. One of these studies (Regolin et al. 1994) suggested 

that the difficulty of the task was affected by motivational characteristics of the goal 

placed behind the transparent barrier. This parallels findings from my validation trials: 

only when food cues were available there did subjects move directly toward the food 

reward into the blind-ended middle section more often when the barrier at the end of it 

was Transparent. Thus, my test as conducted does seem valid. I also found that 

individual mink were stable in their degrees of impulsivity in this task (Figure 3-5), 

suggesting reliability as well as validity. Therefore, I suspect that the lack of a 

relationship between pre-feed ARB and prepotent response disinhibition reflects a 

genuine lack of effect, with much of the variance in ARB instead reflecting processes 

related to recurrent perseveration. Thus individual differences in pre-feed ARB in mink 

likely do not reflect behaviour that is readily controlled by reward cues. 
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In contrast, recurrent perseveration successfully explained 22-37% of the variance in 

Unambiguous ARL in my older subjects, depending on the index used. These results, 

and similar ones obtained after transferring the mink to enriched housing, provide further 

support for a widespread relationship between recurrent perseveration and ARB, 

particularly those forms traditionally referred to as stereotypy (of which ARL is one type). 

I used one measure specifically sensitive to repeated responses, and two sensitive to 

higher order patterns. Furthermore, my prediction that subjects with frequent ARL would 

perform repeated, but not alternated, responses faster than would lower-ARL subjects 

was supported, paralleling existing data from birds (Garner et al. 2003b). This provides 

further evidence for the idea that behavioural disinhibition is mechanistically involved in 

recurrent perseveration. Specifically, this disinhibition has been suggested to occur 

within the dorsal striatal motor circuit (Garner 2006). While much neuropharmacological 

evidence points to a link between the motor circuit and stereotypies (Chen et al. 2000, 

Presti et al. 2003), and systemic amphetamine administration increased patterned 

responding in humans and marmosets performing a guessing task (Ridley et al. 1988), 

future work is needed to show specific involvement of the motor circuit in recurrent 

perseveration. For example, animals under the effect of dopaminergic agonists, 

administered specifically into the dorsal striatum, could be made to perform the two-

choice guessing task, with the expectation that this manipulation would increase 

recurrent perseveration. The frozen brains of the subjects in this experiment could also 

be tested, via cytochrome oxidase staining, for a correlation between activity in dorsal 

striatal structures (e.g. putamen) and recurrent perseveration. 

Having shown that recurrent perseveration does correlate positively with Unambiguous 

ARL in Non-enriched housing, I now address the second prediction stemming from my 

hypothesis. Because Scrabbling and Borderline ARL were unrelated to recurrent 
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perseveration, and because disinhibition of prepotent responding to reward cues was 

unrelated to any ARB, I will present no further results for either: the predictions tested in 

Experiments 2 to 4 no longer apply to Scrabbling and Borderline ARL, nor to disinhibition 

of prepotent responding to reward cues. 

3.4 EXPERIMENT 2 - IS RECURRENT PERSEVERATION CAUSED BY LIVING IN A 

NON-ENRICHED CAPTIVE ENVIRONMENT? 

Overview of methods 

For Experiment 2, 3.5 month old (juvenile) mink of both sexes were removed from the 

same farm as my mature adult female subjects and raised in the same indoor facility. At 

this age, young mink do not yet perform ARB (e.g. Hansen et al. 2007; Mason 1993). 

They were housed in either Non-enriched (NEE) or Enriched (EE) conditions for 7.5 

months (into adulthood), before being tested. These young adults were 'borrowed' from 

a fellow researcher's (Rebecca Meagher) project in the same facility, and their housing 

conditions were the same as those already described for older adults, with the exception 

that some of their enrichment objects were non-tethered and so could be carried back to 

their home cage. Twenty-nine mink (NEE: 8 F, 8 M; EE: 7F, 6 M) were used for 

behavioural observations in Experiment 2, although due to time constraints and subject 

availability, only a subsample was tested for recurrent perseveration (NEE: 4 F, 4 M; EE: 

3 F, 3 M). An all-female sample would have increased the statistical power of my test, 

but many of the females were involved in other experimental manipulations (conducted 

by RM) and therefore could not be tested. Observations of young mink were conducted 

over 3 periods, by RM (September, January) and by me (October). 
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Young adults were tested for recurrent perseveration (1 day training, 6 days test) during 

March 2010. Training was shorter than for older females due to time constraints. Sex 

was included as a categorical factor in all statistical analyses in this Experiment. 

Results 

Behavioural time budgets for young adult mink are shown in Figure 3-7. Enriched-

housed young adults performed significantly less Unambiguous ARL (F1|25 = 16.77, p < 

0.001) and Borderline ARL (F1i25 = 15.30, p < 0.001) than did their Non-enriched 

counterparts, but there was no significant difference in Scrabbling (F1i25 = 0.83, p = 

0.371). There was no significant effect of housing on Normal Activity (F1|25 = 2.17, p = 

0.153), but Enriched housing did tend to increase Inactivity (F1t25 = 3.49, p = 0.074). 

Females tended to perform more Borderline ARL than did males (F125 = 3.78, p = 

0.063). Results presented here are for the entire juvenile sample. When I separately 

analysed only the sub-sample which was used for the test of recurrent perseveration, the 

effects of EE on both categories of ARL remained significant, but the trend for Inactivity 

disappeared. Housing had no effect on any index of recurrent perseveration (all indices: 

F110 < 2.88, p > 0.121). While the preceding results seem to indicate a statistical near-

trend, this only applied to one index and was not in the expected direction (i.e. NEE mink 

were non-significantly less perseverative than EE mink). On some indices, females 

showed higher recurrent perseveration than males (Excess Repetition: Fi_10 = 7.48, p = 

0.021; DFA: F110 = 6.68, p = 0.027). There was also a significant Sex*Housing 

interaction for the Markov Model index (F1i10 = 32.61, p < 0.001), indicating that Non-

enriched males were more perseverative than Enriched males (t = 5.06, p = 0.004), but 

Non-enriched females were unexpectedly less perseverative than Enriched females (t = 

3.77, p = 0.013). 
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Figure 3-7: Behavioural time budgets of young adults in Non-Enriched (light bars) 

and Enriched (dark bars) housing. The sum of behaviour frequencies exceeds 

100% because the two ARL categories partially overlap with Scrabbling, given that 

ARL sequences sometimes incorporated Scrabbling bouts. 

Incidentally, I also checked whether the relationship between recurrent perseveration 

and ARL, observed in mature adult females in Experiment 1, was also present in this 

younger sample. Recurrent perseveration in young adults predicted neither 

Unambiguous ARL (all indices: F19 < 2.44, p > 0.157) nor Borderline ARL (all indices: 

F1|9 < 2.69, p > 0.140). DFA was the only index for which there was any semblance of a 

positive relationship with Unambiguous ARL. Because my low sample size suggested 

that statistical power might be too low here, I ran post hoc tests for power using 

equivalence tests, also known as reverse tests (e.g. Parkhurst 2001, Dixon & Pechmann 

2005). The form of equivalence test I used compares two values (in my case, regression 

slopes), testing whether the confidence interval surrounding the first excludes or 

includes the possibility of there being a non-trivial difference between the two values. 
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The level at which a difference becomes non-trivial, i.e. biologically significant, is 

decided by the researcher based on previous data. I used such tests to compare the 

slopes (and surrounding 95% confidence intervals) of the non-significant recurrent 

perseveration-ARL relationships (for each index) calculated in young adult mink to the 

slopes of the recurrent perseveration-ARL relationships in mature adult females, which 

are already known to be significant and positive (see Experiment 1 in Section 3.3). I 

used the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval surrounding the slope in mature 

adult females as the boundary between trivial and non-trivial differences. Thus, these 

equivalence tests asked whether I could, with 95% confidence, exclude the possibility 

that there existed a recurrent perseveration-ARL relationship, in young adult mink, that 

had a slope at least as high as the lower bound of the confidence interval surrounding 

this slope in mature adult females (i.e., whether I could exclude the possibility that the 

relationships found in the two groups were not different, in a non-trivial sense). These 

equivalence tests showed that I had insufficient power to exclude, at alpha = 0.05, a 

positive relationship between recurrent perseveration and ARL, in young adults, that 

would be similar to that found in mature adult females. 

Discussion 

In Experiment 2, I screened differentially housed (Non-enriched vs. Enriched) young 

mink, to test whether EE that prevents ARB from developing as juveniles reach 

adulthood, also leads to the development of lower levels of recurrent perseveration. 

Unlike in older adults, I found no relationship between ARL and recurrent perseveration. 

Equivalence tests, however, showed that power was insufficient to reach a firm 

conclusion. It is quite plausible that the lack of such a relationship in young adults 

reflects a Type II error, rather than true lack of effect. 
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I also found no difference in recurrent perseveration between Enriched and Non-

enriched subjects, despite a large difference in ARB. That mink were no less 

perseverative/disinhibited in enriched than in non-enriched housing suggests that 

perseveration in captive mink per se is not necessarily induced by a Non-enriched 

environment, but may instead reflect normal variation. However, statistical power was 

again relatively low in this test, meaning that I am not confident that housing has no 

effect on the development of recurrent perseveration. I also lack a baseline level of 

perseveration (e.g. from wild or feral mink) to which I can compare the values I obtained, 

and could possibly have missed a critical period for enrichment to affect perseveration. 

My differentially-housed young adults had been kept in standard farm cages until they 

were 3.5 months old. Future work may address this by enriching animals from birth (e.g. 

in mink: Diez-Leon, in preparation) or by comparing captive-born mink to wild-caught 

individuals (Jones etal. under revision). 

The second prediction of my hypothesis, then, was not supported. However, my small, 

heterogeneous sample provided me with a low amount of statistical power. This 

suggested that it was appropriate to test my next prediction. 

3.5 EXPERIMENT 3 - CAN RECURRENT PERSEVERATION BE REDUCED BY 

ENRICHMENT IN ADULT MINK? 

Overview of methods 

Mature adult females from Experiment 1 were re-tested in EE (6 days test) during 

March, after they had been living with enrichment for 11 weeks. Three subjects did not 

complete the guessing task in EE (e.g. because they simply could not be enticed to 
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enter the apparatus, or because they entered but failed to respond on most trials), 

leaving me with 14 subjects. 

Type III (Adjusted) SS were used in repeated measures ANOVAs to test for an effect of 

housing on recurrent perseveration. 

Results 

Recurrent perseveration did not decrease after transfer to Enriched housing, but was 

instead slightly, non-significantly higher according to most indices (all indices: Fi,12 < 

0.68, p > 0.427). Equivalence tests showed that I had sufficient power to exclude, at 

alpha = 0.05, a decrease in recurrent perseveration equivalent to that expected based 

on the observed decrease in Unambiguous ARL (extrapolated from Figure 3-3) for all 

indices. When reassessed in Experiment 3, all indices of recurrent perseveration were 

positively inter-correlated, though only 2 of these 3 correlations were significant (Excess 

Repetition and other indices: F-i,™ > 10.34, p < 0.009; DFA and Markov Model: F1>10 = 

3.95, p = 0.075). Only one of these indices predicted the frequency of Unambiguous 

ARL in Enriched housing (DFA: F110 = 6.99, p = 0.025; Excess Repetition: F1|10 = 1-56, p 

= 0.240; Markov Model: F1i10 = 0.54, p = 0.478). No index of recurrent perseveration in 

EE significantly predicted Borderline ARL (all indices: F1i10 < 2.21, p > 0.168). 

Discussion 

In Experiment 3, I tested whether recurrent perseveration could be decreased by 

providing mature female mink with environmental enrichment. Despite large decreases 

in ARL (see Chapter 2), recurrent perseveration was itself not reduced following transfer 
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to enriched environments. Unlike that found in Experiment 2, with young adult mink, this 

result is unlikely to be a Type II error: Experiment 3 had an adequate amount of 

statistical power because of its repeated measures design. I therefore think that EE truly 

did not concomitantly reduce recurrent perseveration as it reduced ARL. This shows that 

changes in recurrent perseveration are clearly not necessary conditions for changes in 

ARL, an issue which I return to in my general discussion (Chapter 5). 

The final prediction stemming from my hypothesis - that the most recurrently 

perseverative individuals show the smallest reductions in ARL - requires that recurrent 

perseveration be at least somewhat reduced in Enriched housing. This was not the case, 

so I do not expect my final prediction to be supported by the data, and it would be 

difficult to interpret coherently if it were. Nevertheless, this analysis is presented here for 

completeness. 

3.6 EXPERIMENT 4 - DOES RECURRENT PERSEVERATION PREDICT THE 

MAGNITUDE OF REDUCTIONS IN ARL IN ENRICHED HOUSING? 

Overview of methods 

The magnitude of change in ARL was assessed in three different ways (see Box 2-1 in 

Chapter 2), and each was regressed against each of my 3 indices of recurrent 

perseveration, using Type II (Adjusted) SS. 
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Results 

No index of recurrent perseveration, as assessed in Experiment 1, predicted the change 

in Unambiguous ARL between Non-Enriched and Enriched housing, whether in terms of 

absolute change (all indices: F1]13 < 0.70, p > 0.419), relative change (all indices: F1|9 < 

0.40, p > 0.541), or as assessed in General Linear Models which control for ARL in NEE 

(all indices: F^A2 < 0.71, p > 0.417). 

Discussion 

In Experiment 4, I tested the prediction that highly perseverative animals would show 

little to no reduction in ARL in EE. Recurrent perseveration did not predict how easy ARL 

was to eliminate. Given the great range in changes in ARL following transfer to enriched 

housing (see Figure 2-3 in Chapter 2), this lack of effect could not reflect ceiling or floor 

effects. The lack of an observed effect is, however, unsurprising, given that Enriched 

housing did not seem to cause any reduction in recurrent perseveration in the first place 

(Experiment 3). 

3.7 SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In this Chapter, I tested the hypothesis that environmental enrichment is ineffective at 

reducing abnormal repetitive behaviour in individuals with severe captivity-induced 

behavioural disinhibition, because their behavioural disinhibition causes their ARB and is 

itself not significantly alleviated by enrichment. In Experiment 1, I found that there was a 

positive relationship between one type of behavioural disinhibition - recurrent 

perseveration - and abnormal repetitive locomotion, but not between recurrent 
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perseveration and other ARBs like Scrabbling, and not between disinhibition of prepotent 

responding to reward cues and any type of ARB. Experiment 2 suggested that housing 

young mink in Non-enriched housing did not aggravate recurrent perseveration, although 

this test was afflicted by statistical power issues. Experiment 3 further showed that 

Enriched housing did not reduce recurrent perseveration in mature adult females either. 

Finally, in Experiment 4, I found no relationship between recurrent perseveration and the 

magnitude of decreases in ARL between Enriched and Non-enriched housing. 

While my data provided added support for the positive relationship between pre-feeding 

ARB and recurrent perseveration, they also revealed several exceptions. First, the non

linear relationship in older adult females (Figure 3-3) suggests that there may be a 

ceiling on the proportion of a mink's pre-feeding time budget that can be devoted to ARL, 

above which ARL frequency might be insensitive to further increases in recurrent 

perseveration. Second, recurrent perseveration was found not to predict Borderline ARL, 

behaviours that were not quite repetitive enough to meet my criterion for Unambiguous 

ARL. This discrepancy suggests that recurrent perseveration is involved specifically in 

the repetitive aspect of abnormal repetitive behaviour. Third, despite its very repetitive, 

unvarying appearance, Scrabbling, in which mink rapidly scratch at a plastic surface with 

their forepaws, did not co-vary with recurrent perseveration in either housing condition. 

The relationship between ARB and recurrent perseveration is not a universal one (for 

another recent exception, in mice, see Gross et al. 2011). Finally, when this relationship 

was examined in young adult mink in Experiment 3, no correlation between recurrent 

perseveration and any type of ARB existed in this group. Statistical power was 

inadequate for this test in my young adults, however. If there truly was no relationship in 

younger mink, the relationship between ARB and recurrent perseveration may be one 

that develops over time. A proper longitudinal study is now needed to formally 
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investigate whether recurrent perseveration only comes to be involved in the control of 

ARB in older animals. 

Furthermore, similar studies on captive animals have often argued that a link between 

perseveration and ARB indicates captivity-induced impairments in brain function, 

manifest as poor behavioural inhibition (e.g. 'dysfunction' in Garner & Mason 2002). 

However, because housing did not affect recurrent perseveration, either in mature adult 

mink or in young adults, my data suggest that a link between captive animal ARB (at 

least with regard to ARL in these mink) and perseveration can exist without reflecting 

any housing-induced changes. Many of these previous studies have analyzed variations 

in perseveration and ARB between identically-treated individuals. One would expect to 

see a positive perseveration-ARB relationship if these subjects' brains were indeed 

dysfunctional due to long-term housing in captivity, which might have induced changes 

analogous to those seen in maternally-deprived or drug treated animals, as reviewed in 

Section 3.2. However, this is not the only explanation. Instead, ARB could very well be 

related to normal variation in perseveration that has not been exacerbated by captivity, 

drugs, inadequate rearing, or psychiatric human conditions. This was found to be the 

case with regard to sub-clinical OCD-like behaviours in human adults (Zohar et al. 

1995). Variations in time spent performing ARL, in these mink, may thus reflect 

differences in tendencies toward disinhibited behaviour that pre-date housing in Non-

enriched captive environments, and are relatively unaffected by it. 

Considering that recurrent perseveration predicted time spent performing ARL in 

Experiment 1, and that Experiments 2 and 3 revealed no housing-induced changes in 

recurrent perseveration, the substantial overall decrease in ARL (see Section 2.2 in 

Chapter 2) after transfer to Enriched housing is somewhat surprising. Coupled with the 
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lack of a relationship between recurrent perseveration and change in ARL observed in 

Experiment 4, these results strongly argue that, at least in mink, factors aside from 

processes affecting behavioural inhibition are responsible for EE effectiveness. One 

possible explanation relates to how much time individuals devote to the new behavioural 

opportunities and/or how strongly motivated they are to use them, as explained in 

Chapter 1. I next examine the possible influence of such factors in Chapter 4, and will 

return to a discussion of how they might interact with behavioural disinhibition to 

determine levels of ARB, in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4 - MOTIVATION. USE OF ENRICHMENT, AND ARB REDUCTION 

ABSTRACT 

I tested the hypothesis that the amount of enrichment use and/or the strength of 

motivation to access enrichment determine the magnitude of subsequent reductions in 

ARB in Enriched housing. Three different measures of enrichment use were calculated, 

while motivational strength was assessed by imposing a cost on access to enrichment 

using a progressively weighted push-door and measuring the 'maximum price paid' for 

enrichment. My first prediction, that individuals would show high, and variable, degrees 

of enrichment use and of motivation for enrichment, was supported. My second 

prediction, that enrichment use and/or maximum price paid for enrichment would 

correlate negatively with change in ARB, was not supported. In fact, one measure of 

enrichment use (the amount of direct interaction with objects and water) was instead 

positively correlated with one measure of change in abnormal repetitive locomotion 

(ARL) (the absolute decrease). This result was an artefact of another surprising 

relationship. Frequent ARL in Non-Enriched housing (which predicted absolute 

reduction) predicted infrequent interaction with objects and water in Enriched housing 

(mink whose baseline levels of ARL were very low went on to interact more frequently 

with the EE objects). Correspondingly, although EE had no overall effect on inactivity, 

enrichment reduced inactivity in initially low-ARL subjects but increased it in initially high-

ARL subjects. I therefore tested the post hoc hypothesis that the tunnels leading to the 

enriched compartment reduced ARL by facilitating inactivity, perhaps by providing a 

refuge from human handlers. In support of this hypothesis, frequent ARL in Non-

Enriched housing predicted the proportion of inactive time spent in elevated enriched 

areas, inaccessible to humans. However, this hypothesis needs further testing. My 
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findings caution against making a priori assumptions about how animals will make use of 

environmental enrichment. 

4.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 1, I reviewed accounts of environmental enrichment that suggest that it may 

reduce ARBs by providing captive animals with opportunities to engage in highly 

motivated natural behaviours and/or with stimuli that they are highly motivated to obtain. 

In this chapter, I test the general hypothesis that environmental enrichment fails to 

reduce ARB in individuals for whom it is not actually enriching - those who either do not 

interact very much with the provided 'enrichments', or who are unmotivated to access 

them. For example, Tilly and colleagues (2010) found that in middle-aged female mice, 

those individuals who showed the greatest reductions in stereotypic behaviours when 

transferred to enriched housing from standard lab cages, were also most motivated to 

access these enrichments when required to pay costs to do so. My aim here was 

therefore to see if the same held true for mink, and to assess whether ethological 

explanations for ARB reduction would have more explanatory power than those explored 

in the previous chapter. 

The hypothesis that environmental enrichment fails to reduce ARB in individuals for 

whom it is not enriching leads to three predictions. In Part 1 (Section 4.3), I report 

descriptive statistics on enrichment use and strength of motivation for enrichment, in 

order to test the prediction that subjects do indeed use enrichments and are motivated to 

access them, and that there is variation in these metrics between individuals. In Part 2 

(Section 4.4), I test the predictions that time-consuming enrichment use and/or strong 
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motivation to access enrichments are associated with the largest decreases in ARB. 

First, however, I explain why I measured both enrichment use and strength of motivation 

to access enrichments, and review existing techniques for assessing motivational 

strength. 

4.2 HOW 'ENRICHING' IS ENRICHMENT? 

How strongly an animal values enrichments (i.e. the strength of its motivation to access 

it) and how much use it actually makes of enrichments are two entirely different 

questions. If either is found to correlate to ARB reduction, this could have different 

implications for our understanding of the mechanisms involved. If EEs cause the 

greatest reductions in ARB when they are time-consuming, this could mean that ARB is 

reduced simply because the animal has less time 'left' to perform ARB now that it 

spends time interacting with enrichments instead. If EEs cause the greatest reductions in 

ARB when animals are strongly motivated to use them, however, this would imply that 

enrichment is not merely 'using up time', but also reducing ARB by satisfying the 

underlying, formerly frustrated, motivation. I chose to measure use of and strength of 

motivation for EE separately because they are not necessarily expected to covary. While 

they do correlate in some instances - for example, rats who spontaneously consumed 

large amounts of freely available sucrose also worked hardest when later made to press 

a lever for access to sucrose (Brennan et al. 2001), as did a line of rats bred for high 

saccharin consumption (Gosnell et al. 2010) - an animal may very well prefer a given 

resource to available alternatives, and thus use it extensively, without feeling 

tremendously motivated to do so (Kirkden & Pajor 2006). Specifically in mink, Mason et 

al. (1999) also report that the time budgets allocated to the use of different enrichments 
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when they were available for free did not predict how hard mink would work for them 

when access to each of them was made costly. 

Ethology has borrowed a variety of techniques from human economics to assess 

motivation using operant tasks (Hursh 1980). In one early example, "reward strength" 

(i.e. strength of motivation) was evaluated by having rats pull a lever under a progressive 

ratio. Each subsequent drink of sweetened condensed milk required a higher number of 

lever presses (Hodos 1961). In this type of experiment, still widely used in neurobiology, 

the 'breakpoint' - the highest number of responses produced for a single unit of reward -

is considered to reflect reward strength. However, breakpoint is determined within a 

single session in which multiple units of resource are consumed, so it likely 

underestimates maximal motivation due to satiation increasing along with price (Kirkden 

et al. 2003). By incrementing reward price between, rather than within, sessions, one 

can instead obtain another index, often called 'maximum price paid' (MPP), which 

assesses the animals' peak motivation for the first units of resource consumed within a 

session after a period of abstinence between sessions. This seems to be a more 

appropriate measure of maximal motivation, and in terms of human economics, this 

measure is a rough analogue of the 'reservation price'; or the assessment of an 

individual's 'willingness to pay' for a resource, which is usually equated to the 'utility' (i.e. 

subjective benefit) of that resource for the individual (e.g. Becker et al. 1964, Spann et 

al. 2004). In animal welfare work, MPP can be assessed in an operant paradigm using 

progressively increased response ratios (e.g. Hovland et al. 2006), but is often assessed 

by having animals push through a progressively heavier door to access a resource (e.g. 

Olsson & Keeling 2002). These tests must be conducted in 'closed economies', meaning 

that the resource for which the animal is working must be unavailable outside of the test 

situation. Otherwise, animals will simply consume the resource 'for free', rather than 
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perform the operant, in this context (Hursh 1980). Because animals differ in physical 

strength, such experiments should always use a repeated measures design, with each 

individual serving as its own control. In one such example, individual hens have been 

shown to open heavier doors to access a resource if they have previously been deprived 

of it, compared to the door weights these same birds will open if not deprived (food: 

Olsson et al. 2002; dust-bathing substrate: Widowski & Duncan 2000). Besides 

comparing motivations associated with different mental states, MPP can also be 

compared between different resources (e.g. Cooper & Mason 2001, Hovland et al. 

2006). Motivation for food, in particular, has been advocated as an effective benchmark 

against which to compare motivation for various enrichments, under the assumption that 

feeding should elicit maximal motivation in hungry animals (Dawkins 1983, Olsson & 

Keeling 2002, Seaman et al. 2008). 

Alternative economic metrics like price elasticity (approximately the degree to which the 

amount of resource obtained decreases due to increases in price) have been used to 

assess motivational strength in animals, but these measures are only valid when the 

quantity of resource obtained is proportional to the amount of work performed (Mason ef 

al. 1998, Jensen & Pedersen 2008). This cannot be guaranteed for environmental 

enrichment as provided in my experiments (see Figure 2-1 in Chapter 2), because 

animals here work to gain unlimited access to the resource (see Figure 4-1). Measures 

like price elasticity are also not used by human economists to assess resource value or 

utility (Kirkden et al. 2003). Therefore, I use MPP as a metric of maximal strength of 

motivation for EE. 
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4.3 PART 1 - DO MINK USE ENRICHMENTS, AND ARE THEY HIGHLY MOTIVATED 

TO DO SO? 

Overview of methods 

Subjects were the same 17 mature adult female mink presented in Chapters 2 and 3. In 

December 2009, after over 4 months spent in Non-Enriched housing as part of my 

experiment, they were transferred to Enriched housing (see timeline in Figure 1-3 in 

Chapter 1). Behaviour was observed in February and March in order to quantify ARB 

and enrichment use (see ethogram in Table 2-1). As a reminder, data were collected in 

the pre-feeding period, because this corresponds to a daily peak in both activity and 

ARB (see Box 1-2 in Chapter 1). Once these observations were completed, I assessed 

strength of motivation to access enrichments in late March and April (see Part 2 below). 

Enrichment use was quantified in three ways. First, I measured 'Presence in EE', the 

proportion of each subject's pre-feeding time budget spent in enriched areas (either in 

the enriched compartment, in the towers, or in the tunnel, all areas previously 

unavailable in Non-enriched housing; non-shaded zones in Figure 2-1 a in Chapter 2). 

Second, I measured 'Activity in EE', the proportion of each subject's pre-feeding time 

budget spent performing normal activities (including interaction with objects or water) in 

these same enriched areas. I excluded from this measure observations in which animals 

were either inactive in enriched areas, or performing ARB in enriched areas, so that it 

would reflect only active use of enriched objects and/or space (e.g. climbing the ramps, 

manipulating objects, entering the water). Finally, I measured 'EE Manipulation', the 

proportion of each subject's pre-feeding time budget spent interacting with objects or 

water (as per ethogram in Table 2-1), thus excluding other types of normal activities in 
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Bypass Tunnel 
(W300 D12.5 H 12.5) spne-way door 

(L15) 

To EE or Food! 

Tunnel (W30QD12.5 H12.5) 

Weighted door 
(L17.5 + 5), 

To Home Cage 

Sandbag 

Figure 4 -1 : Schematic representation of pair of doors used to assess motivation. 

Both tunnels and the weighted door (17.5 cm from hinge to floor, plus a flat 5 cm 

lip) are made of wire mesh. The weighted door was attached to a hanging plastic 

bag, progressively weighted with sand. A small plastic barrier (2.5 cm high) 

fastened near the base of the one-way door in the bypass tunnel prevented mink 

from opening this door from the wrong side. The bypass tunnel contained 10 cm X 

10 cm openings at each end. Passage through the weighted door was verified 

using strips of paper pulled taut beyond it (at the dashed line); mink could not get 

to the enriched compartment (or, later, to food) without disturbing the paper. 

Figure 2-1 a shows the position of these doors within Enriched housing. 

enriched areas. Thus, I used three different measures which successively (in the order 

presented) assess more direct, unambiguous types of enrichment use. 

To assess strength of motivation to access enrichments, I installed two doors inside 

each subject's tunnel, near the top of the tower above its home cage (Figure 4-1). One 

door could be weighted while the other, which could only be opened from one side, 

allowed "free" passage from the enriched compartment to the home cage. Mink were 

allowed to habituate to using the doors for 17 days before any weight was added. 
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Subsequently, I added 250 g every morning (starting at 500 g) after a subject had 

successfully passed through the weighted door. When a subject failed to do so for two 

consecutive days, I removed all weight and recorded the highest mass opened by this 

individual as its maximum price paid (MPP) for enrichment. I chose the 48 hour cut-off 

because almost all mink were seen in the enriched areas at least once per day when 

access was free (during behavioural observations which took place only during the pre-

feeding period). I then repeated this procedure after moving the pair of doors to a 

different location: imposing a cost on access to an empty neighbouring home cage, in 

which mink received all their daily meals from then on. Mink were allowed to habituate to 

unweighted doors (and to learn the new location of food delivery) for 12 days before 

weights were added. Assessment of MPP for food was slightly different than assessment 

of MPP for enrichment in two ways. First, for ethical reasons, I removed mink from the 

experiment and allowed them to eat if they did not open the door for just under 24 hours, 

rather than 2 days. Second, due to time constraints, I added 500 g daily, only dropping 

to 250 g increments once a subject was within 750 g of its MPP for enrichment. Mink 

were weighed, in a carrying cage, on an electronic balance during the afternoon (i.e. 

post-feeding) following the end of this experiment. 

Throughout this chapter, correlations were tested for in General Linear Models, with 

cohort as a factor, using Type II (Adjusted) SS. To evaluate the effect of resource type 

(EE vs. food) on MPP, I ran repeated measures ANOVAs in Minitab 15, using Type III 

(Adjusted) SS, with a significance threshold of a = 0.05. Mink (random variable nested 

within cohort), cohort, resource type, and the interaction between cohort and resource 

type were included as factors. All proportions (e.g. ARB time budgets) were arcsin-

square root transformed for analysis. 
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Results 

All subjects showed some degree of enrichment use, at least according to my more 

relaxed measures. Mink spent 57.4 +/- 7.6% (Mean +/- SE) of their time budget in 

enriched areas ('Presence in EE'), with a minimum of 8.33% and a maximum of 97.9%. 

Mink spent 18.6 +/- 2.1% of their time budget being active in enriched areas ('Activity in 

EE'), excluding any ARBs (range 5.8 - 37.1%). Finally, they spent 4.9 +/- 0.9% (range 

0.0 - 11.7%) of their entire time budget interacting with objects and/or water ('EE 

Manipulation'). Presence in EE was positively correlated to Activity in EE (F113 = 9.29, p 

= 0.009), and Activity in EE to EE Manipulation (F1t13 = 9.59, p = 0.009), but Presence in 

EE and EE Manipulation (the two most conceptually different measures) were unrelated 

(F1i13 = 0.01, p = 0.930). 

Overall, mink MPP for enrichment slightly (but non-significantly) exceeded the body 

mass of subjects. MPP for Enrichment averaged 1574 +/-171 g (range 250 - 2750 g), 

while mink body mass averaged 1349 +/- 60 g. Eleven subjects opened doors heavier 

than their own bodies. MPP for food, at 1338 +/-141 g (range 250 - 2250 g) was 

significantly lower than MPP for EE (F-^5 = 5.54, p = 0.033). However, this may simply 

be an artefact of the two MPP trials having different cut-off lengths. Mink were removed 

from the experiment after two days without accessing EE, but after only one day without 

accessing food. Once MPP for EE was recalculated as if I had been using a single day 

cut-off (ending the experiment for each subject after it failed to open the door for 24 

hours), it was still greater on average than MPP for food (1427 +/-173 g; range 250 -

2750 g), but now not significantly so (F115 = 0.97, p = 0.341). Meanwhile, MPP for food 

positively predicted MPP for EE (F1i13 = 20.14, p = 0.001), explaining 60.7% of the 

variance. Body mass, in contrast, predicted neither MPP for food (Fi,12 = 0.06, p = 0.805) 
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nor MPP for EE ( F ^ = 0.23, p = 0.641). Cohort tended to predict MPP for food (F1i12 = 

3.22, p = 0.098), but not MPP for EE (F1i12 = 0.31, p = 0.589). On average, the younger 

cohort pushed over 450 grams more for food than did the older group. All subsequent 

analyses of MPP for EE use the two-day cut-off and statistically control for MPP for food, 

but they do not control for body mass because the latter was not predictive of MPP for 

EE. 

Enrichment use did not correlate with MPP for EE, corrected for MPP for food (all 

measures: F1i12 = 0.32, p = 0.538). 

Discussion 

My first prediction was supported: mink both used enrichments and were motivated to do 

so, and there was a good deal of variation between individuals on all measures. Thus, 

the prerequisite for my next prediction, that variable EE use and/or motivation between 

individuals will correlate with the magnitude of their ARB reduction, is fulfilled. 

The amount of time mink spent using enrichments (e.g. 4.9 +/- 0.9% for EE 

Manipulation, higher for other measures), as described above, is of a comparable 

magnitude to the average absolute decrease in ARB (e.g. for Total ARL, 6.5 +/- 2.1% of 

pre-feeding time budget). This suggests that enrichment use could plausibly have 

decreased ARB. Overall, subjects also appeared to be highly motivated to access the 

enriched compartment, given that they opened doors that were as heavy to get to EE as 

they later did to reach food. This is in agreement with a previous study in which no 

difference was found between the maximum price paid to access a water bath and that 

paid for food (Cooper & Mason 2001). 
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I now examine whether the differences observed in terms of EE use and/or strength of 

motivation are predictive of ARB reduction. Use of enrichment and strength of motivation 

for it were unrelated to each other, meaning I should be able to test both possibilities 

independently. 

4.4 PART 2 - ARE LOW USE OF AND/OR WEAK MOTIVATION TO USE 

ENRICHMENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR FAILURE TO REDUCE ARB? 

Overview of methods 

I used data on ARB reduction, previously presented in Chapter 2, and data on use of 

and motivation for enrichments, presented in Section 4.3, to test the prediction that low 

use of enrichments and/or weak motivation to use enrichments is correlated with small 

reductions in ARB. Statistical analyses used here are of the same type as those used to 

test similar predictions regarding recurrent perseveration in Section 3.6 in Chapter 3. 

Results 

For brevity, I report only results pertaining to Unambiguous ARL, except where using 

Total ARL instead alters a test's statistical significance. Tests for Scrabbling are reported 

separately. Effects of Cohort and interactions are non-significant unless otherwise 

specified. 
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Table 4 -1 : Summary of tests of enrichment use/motivation and ARB. Results for 

Total ARL were qualitatively similar to those for Unambiguous ARL, except that 

mink with high EE Manipulation also tended to perform more Total ARL (not less, 

as predicted) in Enriched housing than expected based on their Total ARL in Non-

enriched housing (GLM Method: F112 = 4.70, p = 0.051). 

Change in Unambiguous ARL 

MPP for EE 

Presence in EE 

Activity in EE 

EE Manipulation 

absolute 
FLU = 0.78 
p = 0.396 

Fi,i3= 1-26 
p = 0.282 

Fi,13 = 0.71 
p = 0.415 

Fi,i3 = 6.01 
p = 0.029 

relative 
Fi,7 = 0.02 
p = 0.903 
F1i9 = 0.16 
p = 0.696 
F1i9 = 1.58 
p = 0.241 
Fi,9=1.61 
p = 0.236 

GLM 
Fi,io = 0.78 
p = 0.398 

Fi,i2 = 0.14 
p = 0.716 

Fi,i2 = 1-79 
p = 0.206 

Fi,i2 = 2.50 
p = 0.140 

Change in Scrabbling 

MPP for EE 

Presence in EE 

Activity in EE 

EE Manipulation 

absolute 
F1.11 =0.66 

p = 0.434 
F1,13 = 0.61 

p = 0.447 
F1,13 = 0.40 

p = 0.537 
Fi i 1 3 =1.24 

p = 0.285 

relative 
F1,7 = 0.81 
p = 0.395 

F1,10 = 0.32 
p = 0.585 

F1,10 = 1.08 
p = 0.323 

F1,8 = 0.74 
p = 0.416 

GLM 
F1,10 = 1.38 

p = 0.268 
F1,12 = 2.12 

p = 0.171 
F1,12 = 5.60 

p = 0.036 

F1.12 = 1.10 
p = 0.315 

As shown in Table 4 - 1 , MPP for EE, corrected for MPP for food, did not significantly 

correlate with change in any type of ARB, regardless of the method used to quantify 

change. Furthermore, turning to measures of EE use, neither did Presence in EE predict 

change in Unambiguous ARL, nor in Scrabbling. Further measures of EE use did not 

significantly predict change in ARB, with two exceptions. First, Activity in EE did 

correlate with change in Scrabbling according to the GLM method (F1|12 = 5.60, p = 

0.036). Surprisingly, this relationship was positive: mink who spent more time being 
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active (not including ARB) in enriched 

areas also showed more Scrabbling in 

Enriched housing than expected, based on 

their Scrabbling in Non-enriched housing. 

Second, EE Manipulation predicted 

absolute change in Unambiguous ARL 

(Figure 4-2). Again, the relationship 
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Figure 4-2: EE manipulation and 

absolute change in Unambiguous ARL. housing was in a surprising direction: 

ARL from Non-Enriched to Enriched 

positive. Thus mink who showed the smallest absolute reductions in ARL were those 

who interacted with enrichments the most. I then ran additional analyses to explore what 

could account for this unexpected result (see 'Exploratory analyses' below). 

To check whether significant effects of EE use or motivational strength on ARL reduction 

might emerge once the influence of recurrent perseveration on ARL was accounted for, I 

re-ran the above analyses, additionally controlling for Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, 

measured in Non-enriched housing (Section 3-3). I chose to use DFA because it was 

the only index of recurrent perseveration that was significantly correlated to 

Unambiguous ARL in both types of housing, and the index that was most tightly 

correlated to the proportion of correct responses in the guessing task (high DFA was 

inappropriate in that it yielded little reward). Controlling for DFA did not yield any 

quantitatively different results, however (e.g. for Unambiguous ARL change using the 

GLM method: MPPforEE: F-|io = 0-96- P = 0.251; Presence in EE: F ^ i =0.17, p = 

0.686; Activity in EE: F-|-|-| =1.85, p = 0.201; EE Manipulation: F ^ i =2.54, p = 0.139). 
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Exploratory analyses 

Exploratory analyses showed that the positive relationship between EE Manipulation and 

absolute change in ARL (where positive change represents increased ARL in Enriched 

housing) was an artefact of the relationship between absolute change in ARL and 

baseline levels (see Chapter 2), and reflected some unexpected behavioural 

characteristics of mink with initially high levels of ARL. Thus overall, there was a 

surprising floor effect: individuals with high EE Manipulation showed very little absolute 

reduction in Unambiguous ARL because these mink had barely performed any ARL to 

begin with, in Non-enriched housing. Previous levels of Unambiguous ARL, measured in 

Non-Enriched housing, negatively predicted EE Manipulation (F1i13 = 4.74, p = 0.049; 

Figure 4-3). This meant that ARL was substantially decreased in Enriched housing (see 

Chapter 2), even though the very mink who initially performed the most ARL (in Non-

enriched housing) were then least likely to manipulate objects and water once given 

access to the enriched compartment. Unambiguous ARL performed in Enriched housing, 

meanwhile, had no relationship with EE Manipulation (F1i13 = 0.24, p = 0.663). 

I next ran further exploratory tests to identify what behaviour EE Manipulation replaced 

in those mink who showed low levels of ARL (in either type of housing) and who then 

manipulated enrichments extensively in Enriched housing. These tests showed that 

absolute change in Inactivity, from Non-Enriched to Enriched housing, was negatively 

predicted both by EE Manipulation (F1i13 = 35.00, p < 0.001; Figure 4-4) and by absolute 

change in Unambiguous ARL (Fi,i3 = 18.11, p = 0.001; Figure 4-5). Thus, following the 

move to Enriched housing, initially high-ARL mink tended to replace formerly frequent 

abnormal repetitive locomotion with inactivity, while initially low-ARL mink substituted 

interaction with objects and water for formerly high levels of inactivity. As a reminder, 
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ARL and inactivity were very strongly negatively correlated with each other (see Section 

2.2 in Chapter 2). 
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Figure 4-3: Unambiguous ARL in Non-enriched housing and EE Manipulation. 
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Figure 4-4: EE Manipulation and change in inactivity. 
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Figure 4-5: Unambiguous ARL in Non-enriched housing and change in inactivity. 
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Figure 4-6: Unambiguous ARL in Non-enriched housing and preferred location 

for inactivity in Enriched housing. 
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While my enrichments were not designed to promote inactivity, they did appear to do so 

in subjects who initially showed the highest levels of ARL. This led to the novel, post hoc 

hypothesis that enriched housing may promote inactivity by providing a refuge for 

subjects with initially frequent ARL and low inactivity. Mink on this farm are manually 

grabbed from inside their home cage or nest box, a highly aversive event, whenever 

handling is necessary. Within the elevated towers and tunnels, however, mink are 

completely inaccessible to handlers. Several individuals did seem to use these areas as 

a refuge, fleeing to them when the experimenter attempted to lure them into an operant 

apparatus attached to the front of their home cage (as part of the experiments described 

in Chapter 3). I tested one prediction of this hypothesis by testing whether time spent 

performing Unambiguous ARL in Non-enriched housing correlated with the later 

proportion all inactive time spent in the tower and tunnel (see Figure 2-1 in Chapter 2) 

vs. in the home cage or nest box (i.e. the preferred location of inactivity in Enriched 

housing). As predicted, it did (F1j13 = 10.07, p = 0.007; Figure 4-6). To further verify 

whether this positive relationship was due specifically to the amount of inactivity in these 

areas, rather than being a simple artefact of reduced time spent inactive in the home 

cage or nest box, I re-analyzed this relationship using inactive time in the towers or 

tunnel as a proportion of the entire time budget, rather than of inactivity only, and found 

essentially the same result (F113 = 12.36, p = 0.004). 

4.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

None of my initial hypotheses were supported. Neither frequent use of environmental 

enrichments, nor elevated motivation to access enriched areas, predicted large 

reductions in any type of abnormal repetitive behaviour. Nonetheless, I did obtain some 

intriguing, unanticipated results, which I will now discuss further. 
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Abnormal repetitive locomotion decreased substantially following transfer to Enriched 

housing, despite very little interaction with the provided enrichments on the part of those 

individuals who had performed ARL most frequently in Non-Enriched housing. 

Reductions in ARL were instead associated with increases in inactivity, leading to the 

hypothesis that environmental enrichment decreased ARL by providing additional 

opportunities for rest or sleep, and perhaps even acting as a refuge. This would be 

analogous to cases in which giving animals hiding places reduced ARB (see Section 1.2 

in Chapter 1). In an earlier mink study, the presence of opaque nest boxes reduced ARL, 

perhaps acting as a refuge, but - just as in my study - it had no overall effect on 

average inactivity levels (Hansen et al. 1994). In support of the hypothesis that EE 

reduced ARB by providing additional opportunities for rest by providing a refuge, mink 

with the highest levels of ARL in Non-Enriched housing, compared to low-ARL mink, 

later spent much more inactive time in areas inaccessible to human handlers (towers 

and tunnel). Of course, this hypothesis requires further testing in order to be 

substantiated. It predicts that subjects with high levels of ARL in Non-enriched housing 

should be particularly fearful. Future research could also support or rule out alternative 

hypotheses that could account for the finding that initially high-ARL mink later preferred 

resting (but not any type of active enrichment use) in enriched areas. 

My results clearly caution against making assumptions about which aspects of 

composite environmental enrichment regimens work to reduce abnormal repetitive 

behaviours. I had initially supposed that my water bath, manipulate objects, and 

climbing structures would require active use in order to be effective. While mink did 

interact with manipulate objects and water, this behaviour was seen most frequently in 

those who had shown very little ARL in Non-Enriched housing. It appears that the 
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primary way in which formerly high-ARL mink 'used' environmental enrichment was to 

sleep/rest in it. 

This may explain why motivation for access to enriched areas, as measured via 

maximum price paid, failed to predict change in ARB, contrary to what Tilly and 

colleagues (2010) found in middle-aged female mice. My weighted door was placed near 

one end of the tunnel, on top of the home cage (see Figure 2-1 a in Chapter 2). It would 

not have been practical to place it anywhere nearer the home cage, and I had assumed 

that mink would be maximally motivated to access the enriched compartment. However, 

it may be that some animals (particularly those with high ARL in Non-Enriched housing) 

were primarily interested in reaching elevated resting areas. Given that elevated resting 

areas were partially accessible for free, my testing situation was not a closed economy 

with respect to this resource, and for this reason would clearly underestimate maximal 

motivation for it (Hursh 1980). Another methodological concern with my motivation test is 

that food may not be an appropriate benchmark for evaluation of strength and/or of 

maximal motivation each individual will show for any resource in this species, or at least 

in this population. Prior studies have found no difference between MPP for food and 

MPP for a water bath in mink (Cooper and Mason 2001; Mason et al. 2001), and I 

similarly found that MPP for access to multi-faceted enrichment (including a water bath) 

was non-significantly greater than MPP for food, when I calculated both using the same 

cut-off period. Further, it was not uncommon for some of my subjects to leave back a 

large proportion of their daily meal when it was available for free. Other subjects rarely, if 

ever, left any food back. This implies that there may be wide variations in motivation for 

food. A longer deprivation period may have been necessary to achieve a more valid 

measure, but this would probably have been highly inhumane for my more ravenous 

subjects. Perhaps a better approach to establishing a 'maximal motivation' benchmark 
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for each individual would be to measure MPP for several different, potentially maximally 

motivating resources (e.g. food, escape, mate), treating the highest value obtained for 

any resource by a given mink as its own maximal push. This might be more valid, in that 

some individuals might be more strongly motivated e.g. to escape confinement than to 

eat, or vice versa. 

Given the problems with my motivation assay, I am fairly confident that frequent use of 

enrichments does not result in large reductions in ARB in these mink, but not necessarily 

that there is no relationship between ARB reduction and strength of motivation to access 

enrichments. The lack of support for my second general hypothesis makes interpretation 

of the relative impact of environmental enrichment on the welfare of different individuals 

very difficult - an issue which I return to in my general thesis discussion (Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 5 - GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Summary of findings 

In Chapter 2, I described the behavioural changes observed in mature adult female mink 

after they were given access to environmentally enriched housing. Following transfer to 

Enriched housing, subjects spent less time performing abnormal repetitive behaviours 

(both abnormal repetitive locomotion and scrabbling) and more time performing normal 

behaviours, including interacting with newly available enrichment objects. Responses to 

enrichment were variable, with a minority of mink not decreasing the time they spent 

performing ARB (or even increasing it) or showing no more than a negligible amount of 

interaction with enrichments. 

In Chapter 3, I tested the hypothesis that severe, captivity-induced behavioural 

disinhibition causes ARB that is not eliminated by environmental enrichment, because it 

is itself not mitigated by EE. This predicts that 1) behavioural disinhibition should 

correlate with time spent performing ARB, 2) it should be induced by Non-enriched 

housing, 3) it should be partially reduced by Enriched housing later in life, and 4) it 

should correlate with the magnitude of changes following transfer to enriched housing. 

Subjects were screened for two types of behavioural disinhibition (recurrent 

perseveration and disinhibition of prepotent responses to reward cues), each thought to 

be associated with the functioning of a different corticostriatal loop. As in several other 

species, recurrent perseveration was positively correlated to time spent performing ARL, 

in both Non-Enriched and Enriched housing. Disinhibition of prepotent responses to 

reward cues was, in contrast, not related to any type of ARB. While the first prediction 

was supported with respect to recurrent perseveration and ARL, none of the subsequent 
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predictions were. There was no effect of housing type (Enriched vs. Non-enriched) on 

recurrent perseveration, whether in young adult mink (which could have been due to low 

power) or mature adult females, and recurrent perseveration did not correlate with the 

magnitude of decreases in ARL. Thus, while recurrent perseveration does correlate with 

time spent performing ARL within each type of housing, ARL is decreased with 

environmental enrichment without a corresponding decrease in recurrent perseveration. 

In Chapter 4, I tested the hypothesis that the frequency of enrichment use or the 

strength of motivation to use enrichments was instead the factor predicting its 

effectiveness, in terms of abnormal repetitive behaviour reduction. However, neither 

frequent enrichment use, nor strong motivation to use enrichment, predicted large 

decreases in ARL. Unexpectedly, mink who initially performed high levels of ARL in Non-

Enriched housing used manipulable objects and water very little, yet showed large 

decreases in ARL in Enriched housing. They instead became highly inactive, 

preferentially sleeping or resting in elevated, enriched areas of their habitat. Mink who 

performed very little ARL in Non-Enriched housing became much less inactive and 

interacted with enrichments extensively in Enriched housing. This suggests that initially 

high- and low-ARL mink may have 'used' enrichments in different ways (interacting with 

objects vs. resting in towers and tunnel). This may have jeopardized the validity of my 

motivational strength assay. 

Discussion 

Despite the rejection of both my key hypotheses, the research was informative in some 

other ways. First, my results demonstrate the importance of the operational definitions 

that researchers choose to use for ARB. Recurrent perseveration was positively 
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correlated to Unambiguous ARL, but not to Borderline ARL, nor to Scrabbling. This 

finding would have been missed had I adopted a common approach, consisting of 

'lumping' all behaviours that fit e.g. the traditional definition of stereotypic behaviour (see 

Section 1.1 in Chapter 1) together. Indeed, this shows that distinguishing ARBs based 

on form (e.g. Scrabbling vs. ARL) or on repetitiveness (e.g. Unambiguous vs. Borderline 

ARL) can have a large effect on experimental outcomes. For future research, I therefore 

think it would be most appropriate to analyse morphologically different abnormal 

behaviours separately, as I did here, even while continuing to group them under the 

umbrella term 'abnormal repetitive behaviour', at least until further evidence provides 

evidence for a mechanistic distinction between different types of ARB. 

Second, my results show also that both factors internal and external to the animal are 

involved in determining how much time an individual spends performing ARBs. High 

recurrent perseveration (a characteristic of individuals) and non-enriched housing (a 

characteristic of the environment) play complementary and, at least in these subjects, 

independent roles in the causation of ARL. These two types of factors could conceivably 

interact in many different ways. I highly doubt that they simply have additive effects on 

ARL frequency, because recurrent perseveration accounted for a range in ARL time 

budgets in Non-enriched housing (see Figure 3-3 in Chapter 3) that was much more 

widely variable than the range of ARL seen in Enriched housing (once two quasi-outliers 

in the latter range were accounted for). It is more plausible to think that both types of 

factors have multiplicative effects, i.e. that the type of housing sets a 'baseline' ARL time 

budget for the entire sample, around which recurrent perseveration explains some of the 

variation. The amount of time each animal devotes to ARL may also be subject to a 

ceiling effect (e.g. if a minimum amount of time is required for inactivity and normal 
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activity). The shape of the curves in Figure 3-3 suggests that, in animals with very high 

recurrent perseveration, further increases would likely yield only minor increases in ARL. 

Third, because recurrent perseveration was no higher in non-enriched housing than in 

enriched housing, my results suggest, for the first time in animals, that the perseveration 

tied to ARB need not be dysfunctional. This conclusion is in agreement with previous 

research on humans, in which sub-clinical OCD-like behaviour was correlated to 

perseveration (Zohar ef al. 1995). However, work done with mink in the same facility 

• shows that non-enriched housing can have dysfunctional consequences. In an earlier 

experiment comparing mink in enriched and non-enriched housing, non-enriched mink 

had higher levels of stress-related corticosterone hormone production and lighter 

spleens (indicating poor immune function), and males had reduced copulatory success 

(Diez-Leon, in preparation). It is possible that these effects are simply independent of 

any change in' perseveration. Alternatively, it could be that I found no treatment effect 

because I gave my subjects enrichment later in life, while Diez-Leon's subjects were 

differentially housed from birth. Future research should address this by assessing 

recurrent perseveration in mink enriched (or not) from birth. 

My fourth major, rather surprising, finding was that the responses of mink to 

environmental enrichment were heterogeneous, with distinct behavioural syndromes 

present: following transfer to Enriched housing, mink with frequent ARL in Non-enriched 

housing developed infrequent interaction with objects/water and high levels of inactivity, 

and preferentially rested in enriched, elevated areas. Mink with infrequent ARL in Non-

enriched housing, meanwhile, later developed high levels of interaction with enrichment 

objects/water and decreased inactivity, and preferentially rested in their home cage or 

nest box. These behavioural syndromes could each represent an alternative response or 
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'coping' style, a 'coherent set of behavioral and physiological stress responses which is 

consistent over time and which is characteristic to a certain group of individuals' 

(Koolhaas et al. 1999). However, I do not think that it would be appropriate to classify the 

observed behavioural syndromes according to the cited authors' scheme of 'proactive' 

vs. 'reactive' coping styles. ARB, but not inactivity, is generally identified as a proactive 

trait, yet both ARB and high inactivity were observed in the same individuals, in different 

housing conditions. Further, the same subjects who initially showed very high levels of 

inactivity later were those who interacted with objects and water most frequently, another 

association which does not neatly fit the proactive/reactive distinction. 

Another related question concerns the distribution of response types within my sample: 

were these bimodal, suggesting two highly distinct statistical populations with different 

behavioural syndromes, or were they instead continuous, suggesting a gradation of 

responses within a single population? While some of the variables involved clearly look 

bimodal (e.g. preferred location of inactivity: see y-axis on Figure 4-6 in Chapter 4), 

many others do not seem the least bit bimodal, and it would be quite hazardous to read 

too much into such distributions, given that my sample only consisted of 17 individuals. 

For the moment, I have no strong evidence for either possibility. In future experiments, 

researchers should be wary of such heterogeneity in responses to environmental 

enrichment: attempting to account for inter-individual differences in the effects of 

enrichment, as I have done here, may be somewhat futile if one's sample is more or less 

evenly split between individuals who used enrichments in very different ways, and for 

whom these had very different consequences. If the effect of enrichment is qualitatively, 

and not just quantitatively, different between these two groups, then we should not 

expect our statistical tests to yield significant results when applied to the entire sample. 

One way of avoiding this problem might be to analytically segregate groups of subjects 
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who respond in one way or another. For example, one could provide a large number of 

subjects with environmental enrichment and, for some analyses, discard data from those 

subjects who showed increased inactivity in Enriched housing, while conserving 

exclusively these data for separate analyses2. 

The nature of the increased inactivity observed in some enriched-housed mink also 

needs to be investigated. While there was no overall effect of enrichment on inactivity in 

my sample, mink who showed sharp absolute decreases in ARL did spend increased 

time being inactive. In some prior studies, ARB-reducing enrichment caused overall 

increases in inactivity (Laroye et al. in preparation). Unfortunately, it is unclear whether 

increased inactivity and decreased ARL were causally related or merely correlated (i.e. 

whether increased inactivity caused decreased ARL, or whether inactivity simply filled up 

the time left vacant by decreased ARL). Given that most of this increased inactivity took 

place in the tunnel or towers, it could be that these areas served as a refuge from human 

handlers, as previously suggested. Alternatively, mink may have chosen to rest in these 

elevated areas because they were warmer or cooler than their home cage (the tunnels 

were located at the same height as both ventilation ducts and heating fans). Another 

possibility is that these mink used elevated areas because they facilitated visual 

monitoring of their surroundings. These and other possible explanations could be tested 

in future work by e.g. installing opaque screens over certain parts of the tunnel: mink 

should spend more of their inactive time there if the tunnel is a refuge, less if it is a "look 

out". 

2 Re-analysing my own dataset, after splitting it according to increased/decreased 
inactivity, produced no novel results. However, reducing my sample size by half reduced 
statistical power, most likely to the point that it became inadequate for the GLMs I used. 
Very large samples would be required to use this approach validly. 
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This discussion, based on the results of Chapter 4, obviously emphasizes the need for 

caution when making assumptions about the ways in which animals will use 

enrichments. Not only must we be conscious that responses to enrichment may be 

qualitatively heterogeneous, but we must also allow for the possibility that some of these 

responses will be wholly unexpected. I had initially assumed that the most 'enriching' 

part of Enriched housing would be the 'enriched compartment', which led me to adopt 

three different metrics of enrichment use: two of which ignored inactive time spent in 

enriched areas, and one of which included both inactive and active time. While this 

strategy could potentially have allowed me to identify what particular aspects of (mostly 

active) enrichment use were most strongly related to ARB reduction, it is now evident 

that it would have been appropriate to include another metric that included only inactive 

time in enriched areas. My hasty assumption also suggested that it would not matter if I 

placed the weighted door, used in my motivation assay (Section 4.3 in Chapter 4), in the 

tunnel connecting the home cage to the enriched compartment, rather than directly 

outside the home cage. Because this left some parts of the tunnel and one tower 

accessible to mink who had not opened the door, it may have seriously reduced the 

validity of my assay for minks' strength of motivation to access enrichments. My 

research on physically disabled Asiatic black bears, reported in Appendix 1, provides 

further examples of animals exploiting features of their captive environment in ways that 

their keepers did not anticipate. 

In the end, I did not find any evidence to support either of my initial hypotheses: neither 

recurrent perseveration nor use/motivation for enrichments predicted change in ARL 

following transfer to Enriched housing. Neither, however, do my data compellingly refute 

either of these hypotheses. It is possible that we failed to correctly measure the 

important variables. For example, strength of motivation to use enrichments may actually 
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have determined change in ARB (as in middle-aged female mice: Tilly et al. 2010), but 

my motivation assay was likely only partially valid. Another possibility is that, while 

recurrent perseveration did correlate to time spent performing ARL, another type of 

behavioural disinhibition that I did not attempt to measure (e.g. stuck-in-set 

perseveration: see Section 3.2 in Chapter 3) may have as well, and may also have 

determined change in ARB. Measuring perseverative responding in an operant 

extinction task might have allowed me to detect such effects, though it would have had 

the disadvantage of not differentiating between different types of behavioural 

disinhibition. 

Finally, my data on ARB reduction are insufficient to determine which individuals had the 

largest improvements in welfare, following transfer to Enriched housing. I now think that 

my initial rationale - that large reductions in ARB should be indicative of large 

improvements in welfare - may be flawed. In previous studies of animals in non-

enriched housing, individuals who performed the most ARB actually tended to have the 

best welfare, within a group of identically treated animals (within a single, sub-optimal 

housing treatment) (Mason & Latham 2004). It is unknown whether a similar general 

relationship also exists in enriched housing treatments, in which ARB is less frequent. If 

such a relationship does exist, then my initial position is logically incoherent: large ARB 

decreases should not signal large improvements in welfare. However, there is reason to 

think that time-consuming ARB may not be tied to good welfare in enriched housing. 

Plausible explanations for the observed positive relationship between ARB and welfare 

within non-enriched housing are that low-ARB individuals are depressed and inactive, or 

that ARBs help individuals cope with adverse circumstances (see Section 1.2 in Chapter 

1). These may be less likely to apply in environmentally enriched housing. For my initial 

rationale to be valid, this general relationship must break down, or even be reversed, in 
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enriched housing. Research may eventually show this to be the case, but I think that the 

currently available evidence is insufficient to draw this conclusion. 

To establish whether individuals with the largest reductions in ARB also show the largest 

improvements in welfare, future researchers should assess welfare according to other 

indices, both before and after providing subjects with enrichment, to see whether their 

conclusions are in agreement with those drawn from change in ARB. I attempted to use 

two types of alternative welfare indices in these mink - tests of fearfulness (based on 

Malmkvist & Hansen 2002) and measurement of stress-related faecal corticosteroid 

output (see Hansen et al. 2007) - but results of these tests are not reported in this thesis 

due to concerns over their reliability and validity. To assess fearfulness, I first recorded 

mink's reactions to a leather handling glove, pressed against the front of their home 

cage. This test, analogous to Malmkvist & Hansen's stick test, was developed by 

Rebecca. Meagher (in preparation). Several mink responded to the glove by darting into 

their nest box. Unfortunately, nest boxes were positioned in front of the home cage, 

which meant that it was often unclear whether mink were seeking refuge there, or 

instead approaching to sniff the underside of the glove. The glove test is likely more 

suitable for use on farms where nest boxes are placed at the rear of the home cage. In 

my second test of fearfulness, I recorded minks' responses to a novel object, placed 

inside their home cage. Unfortunately, unlike in Malmkvist and Hansen's case, there was 

little concordance between different potential indices of fearfulness (e.g. latency to touch 

object vs. time spent manipulating object). Additionally, I ran this test twice (with different 

objects), and individual mink's responses were not consistent. Anyone using this test 

with mink should consider performing it multiple times in order to assess its reliability. 

Faecal corticosteroid output, meanwhile, unexpectedly almost doubled following transfer 

to enriched housing. Because I measured it in enriched housing almost two months later 
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than in non-enriched housing, it is quite possible that seasonal effects caused the 

increase, obscuring any possible effect of housing. Future studies using this method, or 

any other potential welfare index, should employ a control group, consisting of animals 

not transferred to enriched housing, in order to account for effects of time, age, and 

season. 

Future directions 

In closing, I will now suggest some potential experiments which could more adequately 

investigate why environmental enrichment sometimes fails to reduce ARB. First, the 

hypothesis that severe, irreversible behavioural disinhibition causes enrichment to be 

ineffective should be tested in a model species and enrichment paradigm in which non-

enriched housing is already known to lead to high perseveration (e.g. deer mice: 

Tanimura et al. 2008; striped mice: Jones et al. under revision). Because non-enriched 

captive housing induces perseveration in these model systems, which it did not in my 

mink, such a test could more readily lead either to a proof of principle for my hypothesis 

(showing that it can be supported, at least in this case) or to a more convincing refutation 

of it (showing that not even in this case is it supported). Working with small-bodied 

laboratory rodents, and with enrichment setups that are less elaborate and space-

consuming, would also allow for larger sample sizes. This would make it viable to adopt 

a control group approach, as suggested above, ideally matching each experimental 

animal to its sibling or to a behaviourally similar individual. This design should also be 

used for the other experiments suggested below. 

A second needed future experiment is a replication of the work of Tilly and colleagues 

(2010), who found that middle-aged female mice who were most highly motivated to 
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access an enriched compartment also showed the largest reductions in ARB when given 

access to enrichment. This replication experiment would serve a dual purpose. First, a 

replication of the Tilly experiment would be reassuring, because the original also 

included young adult females, but no relationship between motivation for EE and ARB 

reduction was found in this group. Second, the experimenter could also examine the role 

of other factors, potentially related to weak motivation for enrichment. One question that 

could be addressed is whether infrequent use of the enriched compartment and/or of 

enrichment objects mediates the relationship between weak motivation and minimal 

ARB reduction. Another is whether weak motivation can be explained by anhedonia 

and/or by excessive fear. Fearfulness has been found to predict low enrichment use in 

mice (Walker & Mason, submitted). Results would allow us to better understand the 

characteristics of animals for whom enrichment works poorly. 

Third and finally, another potential future experiment would aim to identify the specific 

components of enriched environments that are responsible for reduced ARB in a given 

species, in order to establish whether use of and/or motivation for this particular type of 

enrichment explains its effectiveness. In essence, this approach would begin by 

addressing the question of enrichment's effectiveness from a different angle - asking 

why some enrichments work better than others - in order to allow us to then properly 

test why these enrichments work better for some individuals than for others. This 

experiment would first establish, in pilot studies, how subjects use enrichments that are 

designed (by humans) for different purposes. For example, in mink, these enrichments 

could include water for swimming, a ball for manipulating, a tall structure for climbing 

(without any parts suitable for resting), an enclosed area for hiding, etc. Once these 

different enrichment types are matched to the types of use that subjects actually make of 

them, the extent to which each individually reduces ARB could be compared to reveal 
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which are most important. Further tests could then focus on measuring use of, and 

motivation to access, these particular types of enrichments in order to correlate them to 

reductions in ARB. This approach would likely be much more time-consuming than that 

used in this thesis, but such an investment is likely required in order to gain a rich 

understanding of how and why environmental enrichment acts. 

In the end, the question of why environmental enrichment can fail to eliminate abnormal 

repetitive behaviour is not merely of theoretical interest. ARB is a management concern 

for several different reasons, reviewed in Section 1.1 of Chapter 1. Not the least of these 

is that it can indicate that housing conditions are sub-optimal for animal welfare. The 

hypotheses tested in Chapters 3 and 4 make different predictions about whether or not 

enrichment improves welfare when it also fails to eliminate ARB. Whether we decide to 

treat enrichment-resistant ARB as a sign that welfare has not been improved, or whether 

we instead assume that welfare is improved despite no reduction in ARB, obviously has 

weighty ethical consequences. A better scientific understanding of this question should 

eventually help us identify cases where the husbandry of certain individuals will require 

extra effort and individually customized environmental enrichments (e.g. physically 

disabled bears: see Appendix 1). The range of animals who could potentially benefit is 

extremely broad, with over 85 million captive animals performing ARB worldwide (Mason 

& Latham 2004). 
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APPENDIX 1 - ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT USE IN VISUALLY IMPAIRED AND 

LIMB-AMPUTATED BILE-FARMED ASIATIC BLACK BEARS, URSUS THIBETANUS 

ABSTRACT 

In a sample of 63 Asiatic black bears being rehabilitated using environmental enrichment 

after being taken from bile farms, I studied the potential behavioural effects of two types 

of physical disability. Bears with limb amputations, as predicted, showed infrequent 

activity, reduced time spent standing, and reduced mobility, i.e. less movement between 

different areas of the enclosure. In addition, they showed less varied use of different 

areas within their captive enclosure and less time-consuming abnormal repetitive 

behaviour. Among males, amputees spent less time eating than did control bears, which 

was also the case for visually impaired bears of both sexes. Like amputees, visually 

impaired bears showed low levels of activity and of abnormal repetitive behaviour, 

although this was not reflected in low time spent standing, low mobility, or limited use of 

space among visually impaired bears. My results could not distinguish between potential 

causal mechanisms for infrequent eating and activity in disabled bears. Visually impaired 

bears also tended to manipulate objects and feeders less often than sighted bears. This 

suggests that, while amputees mainly showed deficits in terms of activity and mobility, 

visually impaired animals instead may have had problems with some forms of 

enrichment use. Both visually impaired and limb amputated bears showed some degree 

of novel behaviour, seemingly in response to their disability, which suggests possible 

avenues for enrichments targeted specifically at disabled bears. 
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A1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Over 10 000 captive Asiatic black bears (Ursus thibetanus) are farmed for bile, used in 

Traditional Chinese medicine in China, Vietnam, and Korea. They typically experience 

solitary confinement, extreme physical restriction and malnutrition, in addition to bile 

extraction, performed every one to three days through a catheter or fistula (reviewed by 

Li 2004; Loeffler et al. 2007, 2009). These animals' poor welfare is manifest in physical 

health problems (e.g. chronic infection) and behavioural changes (e.g. excessive fear of 

keepers, abnormal repetitive behaviours like self-sucking or head rolling). Bears born in 

captivity (c. 80% of rescued bears) are usually maternally deprived, being weaned at 

age 3 months rather than at 1.5 years, as is common in the wild. 

Bears rescued from some closed bile farms are taken to sanctuaries like the Animals 

Asia Foundation's Sichuan Long Qiao Black Bear Rescue Centre, near Chengdu, 

Sichuan, China. There, efforts are made to rehabilitate them using environmental 

enrichment. Bears are first nursed back to relative health (including removal of infected 

gall bladders for nearly all animals) and allowed to put on weight while housed solitarily 

with limited physical enrichments, then gradually introduced to conspecifics, initially only 

through the bars of an adjacent den. Approximately one year after arrival at the centre, 

bears are introduced into group-housing in large enclosures, providing opportunities for 

social interaction, object manipulation, foraging, swimming, and climbing (see Methods). 

These animals will never be bred or released into the wild. AAF simply aims to let them 

live out their lives in a captive environment that is conducive to good welfare. 

While some bears show remarkable recovery, others make much less progress (e.g. 

continue to show high levels of abnormal repetitive behaviour: personal communication 
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from K. Loeffler, Animals Asia's former head veterinarian, September 2008). While it is 

currently unknown whether this is the case in these bears, poor recovery could plausibly 

be a product of infrequent use of environmental enrichments. One group that is 

potentially at risk for limited enrichment use, and for poor recovery, is physically disabled 

bears, of which there are at least 40 at the Sichuan Long Qiao sanctuary (out of 

approximately 170 bears currently living there). Limbs or paws are amputated (Figure 

A1-1) following snare injuries (and, in at least a few anecdotal cases, limbs were 

amputated from farm bears to make bear paw soup). Visual impairment results from the 

formation of cataracts, a condition that is seen in 4% of bears at the Animals Asia 

sanctuary who have previously been subjected to bile extraction, and in none of the 

bears who have not (Loeffler et al. 2007). Canine teeth are missing or damaged after 

being sawn off for farmer safety, removed due to dental disease, or damaged by 

repetitive bar biting. Some of these injuries likely result in chronic pain. Limb-amputated 

bears, for instance, likely develop traumatic neuromas ('stump pain'). In one study, 

92.5% of human victims of traumatic, non-clinical amputation reported stump pain, even 

several years after the event (Lacoux et al. 2002). 

At Animals Asia's request, I decided to investigate whether physical disability impedes 

the use of different types of enrichment in these bears. I focused on the potential effects 

of limb amputation and visual impairment because a previous pilot study had found no 

effect of canine removal on social interactions (personal communication from Heather 

Bacon, Animals Asia's current head veterinarian, August 2009). Clinical reports of 

geriatric pets suggest that both pain and visual impairment may lead to increased 

aggression (Landsberg & Araujo 2005). Young blind children engage in less complex 

play and in less social interaction than their sighted peers (Troster & Brambring 1994). 
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Figure A1-1: A forelimb amputee and a non-amputee control bear. The bear on the 

left has intact limbs. The bear on the right has had his right forelimb amputated 

below the elbow. 

Like physically impaired children, blind children may be aided by environments that are 

adapted to increase both accessibility of play areas and suitability of play materials 

(Doctoroff 2001). Human leg amputees (even with prostheses) typically walk more 

slowly and in a more energetically costly manner than non-amputees (Fisher & 

Gullickson 1978). Elderly above-knee amputees also show more restricted performance 

of basic activities, e.g. self care and household chores, than do elderly below-knee 

amputees (Williamson 1995). In contrast, in a study of wild chimpanzees with snare 

injuries, only the most severely injured individuals showed deficits in complex food 

processing. Others were able to adapt to their injury by prioritising suitable processing 

techniques (e.g. using the injured limb for passive object support, stripping leaves with 

lips rather than fingers) (Stokes & Byrne 2001). Thus, limb amputation and visual 

impairment, in humans and animals, can detract from interaction with enrichment-like 

resources, but some individuals may be able to compensate for their disability. 
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I hypothesized that amputees experience increased difficulty, energy requirements, and 

pain associated with locomotion and climbing, as well as decreased ability in physical 

confrontations. These all predict that they would spend less time on their feet and show 

reduced mobility, food acquisition, and enrichment use (particularly of climbing 

structures), as well as have diminished success in competitive social interactions. 

Visually impaired bears, meanwhile, were hypothesized to show less extensive and 

varied navigation (e.g. for fear of accidentally touching electric fences), difficulties in 

locating and accessing food or enrichment objects (especially if climbing is required), 

decreased ability in physical confrontations, and incapacity to detect and interpret certain 

social cues (e.g. gapes). I predicted that they would show more circumscribed use of 

space, reduced food acquisition and enrichment use, diminished success in competitive 

social interactions, and less affiliative, more agonistic social interactions. 

A1.2 METHODS 

Subjects and Housing 

At the Sichuan Long Qiao sanctuary, mixed-sex groups of Asiatic black bears live in 

"bear houses", each of which includes 6 or 7 inter-connected indoor dens (i.e. bears can 

move between dens) in addition to a large, semi-naturalistic outdoor yard (Figure A1-2). 

Dens measure approximately 24 m2 each and contain 4 elevated plastic baskets, in 

which bears often rest, in addition to a water trough. Each yard consists of approximately 

one hectare of grassy terrain containing various climbing/shade structures, a swimming 

pool, and manipulable objects and feeders. Manipulate objects and feeders are rotated 

on a daily basis, with each item present once a week. Bears spend the night inside the 

dens and are allowed into the yard daily, from approximately 9:15 to 16:45. Dens remain 
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accessible during 'yard hours', except for a brief cleaning period. Before bears are 

allowed out in the morning, a large amount of fruits and vegetables are placed in the 

yard - on top of climbing structures, inside feeders or woodpiles, etc. - to encourage 

foraging. Dry dog chow is also scattered extensively on the ground. Bears are fed an 

additional meal, mainly of fruits and vegetables, upon returning to the dens for the night. 

A minority of bears are also given pain or mobility medication in the den, delivered inside 

fruit- or marshmallow-shakes, at the start and/or end of yard hours. 
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Figure A1-2: View of one of the bear yards. Environmental enrichments in the 

picture include a rolling barrel feeder, several different climbers, a swing, a large 

tire, and conspecifics. 

From late May to late June 2010, I studied the residents of five houses, containing 

between 11 and 18 bears each. Ten bears were excluded because they could not 

reliably be visually identified, leaving 63 subjects (37 females, 26 males). Of these, 19 

were amputees and 9 were visually impaired, including one visually impaired amputee. 
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Subjects had been at the sanctuary for anywhere between 16 months and 10 years 

(median = 5 years), and veterinary staff estimated that most of these bears were young 

adults or middle-aged, with only a few elderly animals. Because there were very few 

exceptions that fell outside of these 'young adult' and 'middle-aged' categories, I used a 

median split, statistically treating all animals as belonging to either one or the other of 

these categories. All males had been castrated upon arrival at the centre. Information on 

sex, age, date of arrival at the sanctuary, weight, whether or not a bear had previously 

been tapped for bile, and visual impairment was obtained from on-site veterinary 

records. Preliminary checks also confirmed that neither amputee nor visually impaired 

bears were more likely to be taking medication than were controls, meaning this was not 

a confound in analyses. 

Of the 19 amputees (11 females, 8 males), 12 were missing one forelimb below the 

elbow, 2 were missing a forepaw, 1 was missing a forelimb above the elbow, 1 was 

missing both a forelimb below the elbow and the other forepaw, 2 were missing one hind 

limb below the hip, and one was missing a hind limb below the knee. Of the 9 visually 

impaired bears (4 females, 5 males), some (with severe cataracts) likely had some 

degree of sight, while others were obviously completely blind (e.g. 2 had no eyes due to 

prior medical issues), 

Behavioural observations 

I observed bears during yard hours, from approximately 10:00 to 12:00 and 14:00 to 

16:45, to estimate daily time budgets. To do so, I stood on the roof of the den building 

and, aided by binoculars, identified bears based on ear tags and physical characteristics. 

Because locating specific individuals within the enclosure could be very time-consuming, 
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I used a modified version of scan sampling (Martin & Bateson 2007) in which I visually 

swept the yard from right to left, and then checked the dens from inside the building, 

recording each subject's behaviour (Table A1-1) instantaneously, as it was first 

encountered during a scan. The interval between scans was 15-20 minutes for houses 

containing many bears (16, 17, or 18), and 10-15 minutes for houses with less (11 and 

11). I conducted observations in one house at a time, for a minimum of 4 mornings and 4 

afternoons per house. In addition to the above scan sampling, I also opportunistically 

recorded all observed instances of mounting (outside of play-wrestling) and competitive 

exclusion (see Table A1-1). Finally, because this was the main time of day at which they 

performed abnormal repetitive behaviour, I also observed bears inside their dens in the 

morning ('den hours'), for approximately one hour prior to their release into the yard, 

using 5 minute scan sampling. The relatively high bear density within the dens, coupled 

with low lighting and frequent movement by subjects, made it impossible to quickly 

identify all subjects. I therefore identified and recorded only those bears performing ARB 

when I walked by their den on a given check. On most mornings, I observed two houses 

simultaneously during this period, because their dens are inside the same building, 

separated by a central corridor. One house, however, had to be observed by itself. I thus 

observed each house for a minimum of 5 mornings. 

Statistical analyses 

In order to facilitate the evaluation of mobility and space use, each yard was divided into 

6 or 9 sectors ( 3 x 2 or 3 x 3 grid, depending on yard size) of relatively equal size, the 

boundaries of which were identifiable using visual landmarks, and all dens were, 

together, counted as one additional sector. To evaluate mobility, I counted the number of 

instances in which a subject was found in different sectors on consecutive scans. I also 
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attempted to correct this measure for overall activity levels by re-calculating mobility as 

the proportion of consecutive scan pairs on which a bear was found in different sectors, 

out of all pairs of consecutive scans during which it was active. Space use was assessed 

using the Shannon index, typically used to quantify species diversity (Pianka 1966), on 

the number of scans spent in different sectors by each bear. The formula for this index 

is: , where s is the total number of sectors and p, is the proportion of scans 

spent in a given sector. 

Analyses were run in Minitab 15 and used a significance level of a = 0.05. To test for the 

effects of each type of disability on behavioural time budgets, I used a General Linear 

Model (GLM) with Type II (Adjusted) SS, in which 'bear house' was included as a 

random factor, along with whether a bear had been tapped for bile or not, date of arrival 

at the sanctuary, body mass, age category, sex, visual impairment (or lack thereof), and 

limb amputation (or lack thereof), and the interactions of each type of disability with sex. 

Where necessary, behavioural frequencies (as proportions of time budgets) were arcsin-

squareroot transformed to meet assumptions of normality. A few variables (counts of 

relatively rare behaviours) did not meet the assumptions required for parametric testing: 

their distributions included too many zeroes, resulting in non-normally distributed 

residuals following the GLM. Therefore, I used an alternative statistical procedure in 

order to test the potential effects of disability on these variables. Each disabled bear was 

pair-matched to a non-disabled control individual of the same sex, within the same 

enclosure, whenever such a match was available. Disabled bears were matched to 

controls by three of my family members (each did this independently, and majority rule 

was used where no consensus existed), who were not otherwise involved in the project, 

and who were therefore blind to the behavioural characteristics of the subjects. They had 

been told to attempt to minimize within-pair differences in weight, age, and date of arrival 
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at the sanctuary, and to secondarily attempt to match bears based on whether or not 

they had previously been tapped for bile, whether or not they had damaged or missing 

canines, and their bile farm of origin. Thus, this procedure was an attempt to eliminate 

the effects of potential confounds, where these could not be controlled for statistically. 

For the variables tested in this manner, I compared disabled and non-disabled bears 

using Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank tests, which were run by hand, or, when this 

test was impossible to perform (due to too many tied ranks), I binarized the variables 

(i.e. scored them simply as presence or absence of a behaviour) and analyzed the 

potential effects of disability on their prevalence using Fisher's exact tests. 
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TABLE A1-1: Ethogram of bear behaviour 

Body Position 

Climber Use 

Activity 

Abnormal 
repetitive 

behaviour (ARB) 

Manipulation 

Eating 

Social 
(Affi Native) 

Social 
(Agonistic) 

Social (Neutral) 

On feet: standing, either on all limbs or on hinds only, or wrestling 
Seated: hindquarters touching the ground or other support (e.g. 
climber floor) 
Lying: torso touching the ground or other support structure 
Climbing or otherwise positioned on top of climbing structures, den 
baskets, posts, woodpiles, etc. 
Inactive: seated or lying, either asleep or alert, but doing no more 
than looking around 
Active: standing, or seated/lying and engaging in other behaviours 
(eating, manipulation, etc.) 
Pacing: walking back and forth along the same path three or more 
times, may include only sideways locomotion with forelegs while 
hinds remain stationary 
Swaying: swaying/twirling/tossing/jerking head or upper body back 
and forth three or more times, may be combined with pacing 
Carrying, biting, pawing, sniffing or otherwise handling objects (e.g. 
feeders, toys, branches) with limbs or mouth. Does not include 
eating. 
Biting, chewing, swallowing, or mouthing a food item (fruit, 
vegetable, browse, grass, or dog chow) 
Play-wrestling: wrestling in the absence of audible roars or howls. 
Neither participant attempts to leave the situation immediately. 
Nuzzling: gentle nosing, sniffing, licking, or pawing 
Clucking: tongue-clucking vocalization by subject oriented toward a 
nearby receiver 
Fight: wrestling, swatting, biting, chasing or gaping in the presence 
of audible roars or howls 
Mounting: one subject makes ventral-dorsal contact with another, 
outside the context of play-wrestling. Often involves biting from the 
top partner and/or howls and escape attempts from the bottom 
partner. 
Competitive exclusion: Fight (as above) with a clear winner and 
loser. Loser is the subject who is either aggressively displaced from 
a resource it is currently using (e.g. pool, basket, food), denied 
access to a resource it approaches, has an affiliative contact 
attempt aggressively rebuffed, or is otherwise made to flee. 
Proximity: subjects within c. 1 metre of each other but not engaging 
in affiliative or agonistic interactions 
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A1.3 RESULTS 

Limb-amputated bears 
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Figure A1-3: Activity in disabled and control bears. These are corrected means 

(+/- SE), derived from the residuals of the GLM model including all parameters 

except for amputation and visual impairment. 

Amputated bears were significantly less active than controls during yard hours (Figure 

A1-3; Table A1-2). This difference corresponds more or less in magnitude to the 

difference in time amputees and controls spent on their feet. Amputees also showed 

reduced mobility, but this difference was only a trend if mobility was expressed as the 

fraction of consecutive active scans in which bears moved between sectors (i.e. if it was 

controlled for activity levels), and amputees also had a lower Shannon index of space 

use, on average. Thus, amputees were less frequently active and on their feet, moved 

between different sectors less often overall, and distributed their time between these 

sectors in a less extensive, less even way. 
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Amputees also tended to spend less time eating than controls, and there was a 

significant interaction of limb amputation (or lack thereof) with sex (F1i49 = 5.54, p = 

0.023). There was no significant difference among females, but amputee males ate 

significantly less than control males. I also tested whether amputees ate a higher 

proportion of easily accessible food (grass and dog chow, accessible almost everywhere 

at ground level) as opposed to foods that seem to be more challenging to obtain (fruit, 

vegetables, and browse, usually clumped around feeders or climbers, and often 

requiring manipulation or climbing to access). I found no significant difference between 

groups. Neither was there any significant difference in the amount of time spent 

manipulating feeders or other objects, or in the amount of time spent on top of climbing 

structures. 

There was no significant difference in the frequency of social contact in general 

(affiliative, neutral, and agonistic combined), nor specifically for affiliative or agonistic 

interaction. Based on my opportunistic observations of agonistic interactions, amputees 

tended to be mounted less often than controls, but there was no difference in the 

frequency with which they were competitively excluded. 

Finally, amputees performed only approximately one third as much ARB as non-

amputees during den hours, but there was no significant difference in ARB during yard 

hours. 
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TABLE A1-2: Behavioural comparison of amputees and non-amputee controls. 

Values are shown as means, surrounded by upper and lower bounds of their 95% 

confidence intervals. These are corrected means, derived from the residuals of the 

GLM model including all parameters except for amputation. For non-parametric 

tests, values are instead shown as Q1 - median - Q3. Where analyses were 

conducted separately for each sex, values are also shown separately. 

Activity 

On feet 

Mobility (number 
of scan pairs) 

Mobility (% of 
active scan pairs) 

Space use 
(Shannon index) 

Eating 

Proportion of dog 
chow and grass 

Manipulation 

On climber 

Social contact 

Affiliative contact 

Agonistic contact 

Mounted (bottom 
partner) 

Competitive 
exclusion 

Yard hours ARB 

Den hours ARB 

Amputees 

40.7 - 45.6% - 50.4 

24.4 - 28.7% - 33.0 

30.7 - 36.6% - 42.6 

48.0 - 56.6% - 65.2 

1.34-1.48-1.61 

F: 11.4-13.2%-15.2 

M: 6.3 - 7.6% - 9.0 

41.7-51.5%-61.2 

2.4 - 4.2% - 5.9 

23.5 - 27.8% - 32.4 

19.1 -20.9%-22.8 

4.5 - 6.0% - 7.5 

1.1 -1 .5%-2.1 

0 - 0 - 1 

0 - 1 - 1 

0.6-1.3%-2.3 

1.5 - 3.3% - 5.8 

Controls 

52.3-56.7%-61.0 

34.2 - 38.7% - 43.2 

41.0-45.0%-49.0 

59.7 - 63.6% - 67.6 

1.54-1.61 -1.69 

F: 11.1 -12.6%-14.1 

M: 14.1 -15.4%-16.7 

54.1-60.6%-67.2 

4.2-5.1%-5.9 

18.5-20.9%-23.4 

18.9-20.7%-22.6 

5.6-7.1%-8.5 

1.3-1.7%-2.2 

0 - 1 - 3 

0 - 2 - 5 

1.2-1.7%-2.2 

8.5-10.2%-12.0 

Effect of disability 

Ft49 = 10.65, p = 0.002 

F1A9 = 8.28, p = 0.006 

F1A9 = 5.92, p = 0.019 

Fl49 = 3.30, p = 0.075 

Fi,49 - 4.48, p = 0.039 

F1A9 = 3.37, p = 0.072 

F: F125 = 0.23, p = 0.637 

M: F115 = 12.17, p = 0.003 

F1|49 = 2.64, p = 0.111 

F1i49 = 1.12, p = 0.294 

F1i49 = 2.74, p = 0.104 

F1,49 = 0.01, p = 0.937 

F1i49 = 0.87, p = 0.357 

F1i49 = 0.67, p = 0.417 

W9 = 8, p<= 0.098 

W12 = 12, p<= 0.233 

F149 = 0.06, p = 0.812 

F1A9 = 6.94, p = 0.011 
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Visually impaired bears 

Visually impaired bears spent significantly less time active than did sighted bears (Table 

A1-3). However, unlike for amputees, there was no difference in the amount of time both 

groups spent on their feet or in mobility. Neither did visually impaired bears show 

reduced mobility or make significantly less extensive and even use of space than did 

controls. 

Like amputees, visually impaired bears also spent less time eating than did controls, but 

grass and dog chow did not account for a higher proportion of their diet. Visually 

impaired bears tended to spend less time manipulating objects and feeders, but no less 

time on top of climbing structures, than did sighted bears. 

There was no significant difference in the frequency of social contact in general, or of 

any particular type of social interaction, including mountings and competitive exclusion. 

Visually impaired bears performed less than one third as much ARB as sighted controls 

during den hours, but there was no significant difference in ARB during yard hours. 
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TABLE A1-3: Behavioural comparison of visually impaired and sighted controls. 

Values are shown as means, surrounded by upper and lower bounds of their 95% 

confidence intervals. These are corrected means, derived from the residuals of the 

GLM model including all parameters except for visual impairment. For non-

parametric tests, values are instead shown as Q1 - median - Q3. 

Activity 

On feet 

Mobility (number 
of scan pairs) 

Mobility (% of 
active scan pairs) 

Space use 
(Shannon index) 

Eating 

Proportion of dog 
chow and grass 

Manipulation 

On climber 

Social contact 

Affiliative contact 

Agonistic contact 

Mounted (bottom 
partner) 

Competitive 
exclusion 

Yard hours ARB 

Den hours ARB 

Visually Impaired 

36.4 - 46.7% - 56.9 

2 1 . 4 - 3 2 . 3 % - 4 3 . 3 

28.1 - 3 9 . 6 % - 5 1 . 1 

44.0 - 58.3% - 72.6 

1 .33 -1 .49 -1 .66 

7 . 5 - 9 . 6 % - 1 1 . 8 

37.4 - 53.6% - 69.8 

2.3 - 3.4% - 4.4 

17 .9 -23 .0%-28 .4 

14 .7 -19 .4%-24 .6 

2.4 - 5.5% - 8.7 

0.4 - 1.4% - 3.0 

0 - 3 - 6 

1 - 2 - 3 

0 . 6 - 1 . 2 % - 2 . 2 

1 .0 -2 .5%-4 .8 

Controls 

50.9 - 54.4% - 58.0 

32.8 - 36.3% - 39.7 

39.6 - 43.0% - 46.3 

58.3 - 62.0% - 65.8 

1 .52-1 .59-1 .66 

12 .4 -13 .3%-14 .3 

52.9 - 58.6% - 64.3 

4.1 - 5 . 0 % - 5 . 9 

20.6 - 22.9% - 25.3 

19 .6 -21 .0%-22 .5 

5.8 - 7.0% - 8.2 

1 .4 -1 .7%-2 .1 

0 - 2 - 4 

0 - 2 - 3 

1 .2 -1 .6%-2 .2 

7 . 3 - 8 . 8 % - 1 0 . 5 

Effect of disability 

FU9 = 4.58, p = 0.037 

F1]49 = 1.12, p = 0.295 

F149 = 0.86, p = 0.358 

F149 = 0.80, p = 0.375 

F1|49= 1.72, p = 0.195 

F1:49 = 4.51, p = 0.039 

F149 = 0.70, p = 0.408 

F1A9 = 3.43, p = 0.070 

Fi,49 = 0.00, p = 0.946 

F1]49 = 0.06, p = 0.809 

F1i49 = 1.34, p = 0.252 

F149 = 0.10, p = 0.753 

Fisher's exact: p = 1.000 

Fisher's exact: p = 1.000 

F1i49 = 1.34, p = 0.252 

F1j49 = 6.39, p = 0.015 
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A1.4 DISCUSSION 

In support of my hypotheses concerning amputees, my results suggest that these bears 

showed a generalized deficit in their levels of activity, including spending less time on 

their feet and, perhaps partly as a consequence of this, traveling between different areas 

of the yard less frequently. They also showed reduced food acquisition but, in contrast to 

what I had predicted, did not seem impaired in terms of the use of various enrichments. 

Neither did they show any evidence of being disadvantaged in social interactions: 

instead, they actually tended to be aggressively mounted less often than controls. 

Amputees also used different areas of the yard less extensively and evenly than non-

amputees, and performed less ARB during den hours, but this was not necessarily to be 

expected from my hypotheses. 

In support of some of my hypotheses concerning visually impaired bears, these animals 

spent significantly less time eating than did sighted bears, and tended to manipulate 

objects less frequently. Contrary to my expectations, however, they did not show 

reduced space use or spend less time on top of climbing structures than did sighted 

bears. Neither did they show any significant differences from sighted bears, in terms of 

the frequency or type of their social interactions. Visually impaired bears showed 

significantly reduced activity and ARB during den hours, which was not necessarily 

expected. Given that there were only 9 visually impaired bears in this study (vs. 19 

amputees), low power may have prevented me from finding other relationships that 

would have been significant with a larger sample. 

One relationship that was seen in both types of disabled bears, although only in males 

among amputees, was the association between disability, infrequent activity, and low 
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amount of time spent eating. Across all bears, regardless of disability, time spent eating 

and time spent active were positively correlated (F1|49 = 7.42, p = 0.009). However, my 

results cannot help determine whether disabled bears, in particular, spent less time 

eating because their energetic requirements were lower (because of low activity) or due 

to a reduced ability to obtain food (which might itself have caused reduced activity). This 

could be tested by examining whether they compensate for reduced feeding during yard 

hours by increasing intake during their second daily meal, delivered inside the dens and 

not requiring extensive foraging. I suspect, given the lack of difference in diet 

composition (i.e. 'easy' vs. 'challenging' foods) between disabled and non-disabled 

bears, that low activity precedes and causes low food intake in disabled bears, but this 

proposition requires further testing. 

One plausible explanation for this relationship is that disabled bears tend to adopt an 

adaptive low-intake/low-output metabolic strategy. In trout, for example, individuals with 

reduced ability to obtain food (subordinates) can maintain an optimal energy balance by 

curtailing energetically costly foraging and reducing activity to a minimum (Metcalfe 

1986, Sloman et al. 2000). The marginal energetic benefit of obtaining extra food, in 

these trout, appears to be less than the associated cost. This could conceivably also be 

the case in disabled bears, perhaps due to energetically demanding locomotion in 

amputees and/or to extended search times in visually impaired bears. However, I have 

not found any examples, in the literature, of homeotherms using this type of strategy -

they may simply be unable to decrease metabolic costs sufficiently without entering a 

state of torpor or hibernation. If these bears were found to be using a low-intake/low-

output metabolic strategy, then this might mean that they show sub-optimal levels of 

activity, enrichment use, and perhaps even ARB, relative to their motivation to engage in 

these behaviours. Targeted food supplementation could then potentially improve their 
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welfare by allowing these behaviours to be expressed. There may also have been 

different causes for low activity in amputees and in visually impaired bears. Amputees 

spent less time on their feet than controls, but visually impaired bears did not, 

suggesting that standing and walking may be particularly energetically costly and/or 

painful or uncomfortable in the former group. 

Why amputees made more restricted use of space than did non-amputees is unknown. 

Activity or mobility perse should not be confounds, because the Shannon index is 

simply sensitive to time spent in different sectors, not to the frequency of movement 

between sectors. Perhaps extensive and varied use of space is stimulated by feeding 

motivation, as part of foraging: in this case, low space use could be an artefact of 

reduced foraging in disabled bears. This is not necessarily so, however, because post 

hoc tests showed that, once general activity levels are controlled for, time spent eating 

does not significantly correlate with space use. 

Turning to enrichment use, one possible reason why visually impaired bears showed 

infrequent manipulation of enrichment objects, while wild caught bears did not, is that 

amputees are almost universally wild-caught, as evidenced by their snare wounds, while 

most of the non-amputees were likely bred on bile farms. Early experience in the wild, 

e.g. with foraging and climbing, likely affected enrichment use in these animals. While 

this represents a theoretical confound, it is somewhat irrelevant from a practical 

standpoint, given that captive-born amputees are likely quite rare at Animals Asia. 

Disabled bears unexpectedly performed less ARB than did controls, during den hours. 

However, interpreting ARB as an indicator of differential welfare in disabled vs. non-

disabled bears would be somewhat naive. First, animals captured from the wild are likely 
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to have more normally functioning basal ganglia, and therefore to be less perseverative, 

than captive-bred animals (Jones et al. under revision; see Chapter 3). Second, pacing 

may have been suppressed in amputees simply because it is painful or excessively 

energetically costly. While nearly three quarters of amputees performed more swaying 

ARBs (which do not require walking) than pacing ARBs during morning den 

observations, this proportion was just over half in non-amputees. The difference, 

however, was not significant (Fisher's exact test: p = 0.311). Whether pacing is 

suppressed in amputees could be addressed by comparing the effect of pain medication 

on its frequency in amputees and controls, or by seeing if it is reliably promoted by wet 

den floors, which may reduce its energetic cost (see below). Neither of these 

explanations, however, address why visually impaired bears also perform less ARB than 

controls. 

Despite the observed deficits in activity and in some forms of enrichment use, I also 

observed several behaviours indicative of flexible adaptability in disabled bears. One 

visually impaired bear, for example, appeared to use tactile feedback to guide her pacing 

around the c. 1 m wide concrete strip surrounding the swimming pool. Whenever her 

paw touched grass, she would immediately turn slightly toward the pool before 

proceeding. It may be that blind bears also used similar cues to avoid electric fences, 

which were mostly bordered by a similar concrete strip: no bear was seen touching an 

electric fence. Several forelimb amputees used the floor of the den, when it happened to 

be wet, to facilitate locomotion by sliding their remaining forepaw along its slippery 

surface while pushing with their back legs. Subjectively, this seems much less ungainly 

than their usual gaits - either hopping along on only one forepaw, or using the tip of their 

stump as if it were a paw. Finally, one amputee who lacked only a forepaw consistently 

supported himself on the flat surface of his forearm, below the elbow, perhaps avoiding 
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putting weight onto a pressure-sensitive neuroma. Perhaps enrichment could be 

adjusted to suit disabled bears by exploiting these adaptations; for example, tactile cues 

could be placed on the ground between foraging and manipulative enrichments, forming 

a circuit that could readily be followed by visually impaired animals. 

In summary, disabled bears showed infrequent activity and limited food intake, as well 

as reduced use of some types of enrichment. These characteristics may be causes 

and/or indicators of poor welfare, compared to able-bodied controls. Some individuals 

showed novel behavioural modifications, which may have compensated for limb 

amputation and visual impairment, to some degree. These could potentially be exploited 

to develop environmental enrichments specifically targeted to these bears. 
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